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SYRUP

GIFT SHOP AND ANTIQUES

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO AUTO PARTIES
TELEPHONE

MRC. TRESCOTT

SUNDAY

CRESCENT

DINNER

BEACH

INN

(Under same management as Owl’s Head Inn tlie past two seasons)
Lobster Stew

Cream of Tomato Soup

Saltines
Olivet

Pickles

Baked Halibut
Roast Chicken
Boiled New Potatoes, Parsley Butter
New Butter Beets
1
New Green Peas
Clam Fritters
Spring Salad
Hot Parker House Rolls
let Cream and Assorted Cake
Prune Meringue Pie
Cheeso
Coffee
Tea
Roast Beef

AUCTION
25 REGISTERED MILKING SHORTHORN
CATTLE

MONDAY, JUNE 29
AT 1:00 P. M. STANDARD

SALE

HELD

RAIN

OR

SHINE

J. F. ANDREWS, Jefferson, Me.

75*lt

soimmc new
IN

AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE
You want automobile COLLISION insurance;
so that you will be protected against DAMAGE
TO YOUR OWN CAR—we don’t blame you.
You don’t want the policy offered by other com
panies, because you either have to pay a pro
hibitive premium or else you have to deduct $50
or $100 from each and every claim—we don’t
blame you.

The "American Companies Only" Agency

E. C. MORAN & CO.

muisaaj.

Death resulted from heart failure
induced by general breakdown and an
attack of bronchial asthma.
ly
••• F .
Perhaps few American public men
•••
•••
Judge before friendship, then con- ••• ever drew such bitter criticism as was
heaped upon Senator La Follette dur
••• fide till death —Young.
ing and immediately after the World
* * * * » ♦*_*-»*_• * * • * K War, and cer,ainly none could have
been more staunchly defended by his
STATE OF MAINE CLUB
friends. His speeches and public pol
icies had been the target for wide
Former Port Clyde Woman
spread denunciation previous to 1917,
Elected Its First President.
___
: while the great conflict was raging In
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Europe, hut the crisis came when he
Monday evening, June 15, a Sons voted against America entering the
and Daughters of Maine Club was i struggle when tho Lusitania outrage
organized at the home of Mr. and j and other violations of our neutrality
Mrs. Charles Bates, 129 Bradstrcet were still burning in the public mind,
avenud,
Beachmont,
Mass. Mrs. | He was hung in effigy and even
Lena P. Tibbetts, formerly of Port threatened with expulsion proceedings
Clyde, was elected president; Miss ' in the Senate, but in the 1922 elections
Roda Orr, formerly of Orr's Island, he was sent back to his place in
vice president: Charles A. Eells, for-1 Washington by a tremendous mamerly of Camden, secretary; Mrs. | jority.
Lizzie Aitken, formerly of Phipps- | Thrice Senator La Follette was
burg, treasurer. Tlie hoard of di-; placed In nomination for the Presirectors is composed of Mrs. Hattie dency in Republican conventions—In
S. Bates, E. E. Orr. John E. Greenan.1 1908, in 1912 when he charged TheoMrs. Myra Fickett and Myrtle Lit- Idore Roosevelt with promising to suptie; auditors, Howard Greenleaf and port him and then becoming the Pro
Walter M. Hill.
gressive candidate himself, and again
It Is the intention of the club to in 1916. In each convention La Fol
meet once each month, beginning lette had the support of a small but
Oct. 5, witli Mrs. Lizzie Aitken. Fu intrepid bloc of delegates, as he did
ture meetings will he held fn differ in the 1920 and 1924 Republican con
ent parts of our city. We are going ventions when he received a handful
to have a big harvest supper in the of votes, although not formally placed
fall, which only Maine people know in nomination.
how to put over. We are Indebted
His insurgency reached its climax
to our Somerville brothers and sis last year when he ran as an independ
ters for their assistance at our first ent candidate for President.
meeting on May 18 in putting this
club over.
C. A. Eells, Sec.
A FISH EXPERT
7 Orchard St., Beachmont.

LOCAL CLAIM SERVICE

425 Main Street.

Rockland, Maine

___ 'ACfKe 5T
!iNorth
Nation
IF
ex —a

Rockland
National
Bank

START

SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

VISIT ROCKLAND
THIS SUMMER
While here you will always receive a wel
come in ^ur banking rooms which are lo
cated In the heart of the city.

We take pleasure in serving you.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
A BANK OFR EVERYBODY

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

The Latest Dark Shell
Frames and Correct Lenses
Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park. St.
44Stf

NOW THE TWILIGHT

LEAGUE

NEXT WEEK’S TWILIGHT SCHEDULE

MONDAY NIGHT—Warren vs. Snipers, Broadway.
| TUESDAY NIGHT—Clark Island vs. Chisox, Broadway. Fords vs. Central
Maine, Oakland
WEDNESDAY NIGHT—Ponies vs. Northern Lights. Broadway.
THURSDAY NIGHT—Clark Island vs. Fords, Broadway.
FRIDAY NIGHT—Warren vs. Chisox, Broadway.

for the Twilight the game had not been announced,
All aboard
and very few would have known
League?
The first game will he played at about It at all if it had not been for
Community Park on Broadway next the presence of the Vinalhaven boys.
Monday evening, commencing at 6.15 In uniform, on the street during the
daylight saving, and the fans should forenoon.
The game was curiously contradic
all be on hand to aive/the series a
tory, \ lnalhaven hit for a total of
fitting send-off.
Many of the players who made the three liases as against Camden’s two
old Twilight League famous will be and made no errors as against Cam
seen in the lineups, and there is also den’s two; Sanborn of Vinalhaven
much new blood, the "stars" being so struck out 16 men as against four by
apportioned as to make tlie I.eague Manning of Camden, and yet there
as evenly matched as it is possible to was no time after the 1st inning when
Vinalhaven seemed to have a look-in.
plan it.
In the 1st inning Plaisted fanned,
Warren and Clark Island have two
lively contenders, and there are six but the pitch went wild, and he was
Dailey, who had ap
local teams, each one of which feels safe at first.
thoroughly confident that it can beat parently mislaid his batting togs this
Ogier
the other five—with Warren and day, was out on strikes.
Miss Barbara Wiggin, Daughter of Clark Island thrown in. Each team walked and tioth baserunners scored
Philip Rounds, Son of Rev. and Mrs.
Walter S. Rounds, Class President, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin, Win is limited to 15 players, and the fol on a clean single by Davis. Manning
fanned.
Tims Camden scored two
and Winner of First Honors, and ner of Second Honors and Rank of lowing personnel is offered:
CENTRAL MAINE—Melvin. Leach. runs, although Sanborn struck threo
Salutatorian.
Rank of Valedictorian.
A. E. Foster, Dick Reed, “Snooky” men out. There was no further scor
The throes of enter Kaler, Maher, (H. Maxey. Merrill. ing until Camden's half of the 4th,
Rockland High School graduated Sept. 7, 1921.
its largest class Thursday night, the ing day were graphically set forth Roes, Moody, Sukeforth, Upham, Fred when Arich camo home on a wild
pitch.
Camden’s fourth and last
coveted pieces of parchment being by the historian, who also cited sev Knight. Holt, Mlnihan.
HIGH SCHOOL POINTES—Trafton, score was due to a base on balls, two
awarded to 39 girls and 42 hoys. To eral cases of "calf love" before school
John. Jim and Jud Flanagan, C. Gray, stolen bases and a passed ball.
Mayor C. F. Snow fell the privilege had fairly begun.
One of the reasons Vinalhavpn
of awarding the diplomas—and he
The football season of Freshman Curry. Chase, Wiggin. Pease. Fowler,
failed to score was the fine work of
counted it a privilege for he made year found two members of the class Libby, Flfleld, McLoon, Mason, ChatOgier at short stop.
The Islanders
the acquaintance of the students as on the team—Chapin and Andrews. to, Gettie.
CHISOX—Charles Thornton, Sam seemed to have little difficulty iu
tlieir teacher in mathematics for a No hoys went out for the basketball
hitting Manning hut had lots of diffi
short time. And It must have pro team, but Carolyn Perry and Ade uel Kaler, Dan Smail, Carl Freeman,
culty In hitting him safely. The score:
vided him with a sense of personal laide Trafton made the girls’ team. Ed. Chisholm, Wendell Thornton,
Camden High
satisfaction in that one of the di During the last term a new fiction William Flint, Thomas Chisholm, Don
ab r bh tb po
Kelsey,
Ed
Conners,
Charles
Sherer.
sheet
known
as
“
The
Cootie"
made
its
plomas went to his own daughter,
Plaisted. 3b........ 4
1 0
Ken
Nosworthy,
John
Chisholm,
S.
appearance
being
later
reehristened
Miss Eleanor Snow.
Dailey, If ............ 3
0 2
Kershaw-.
The
Daily
Scream,
by
its
editor
Fred

As a departure irom the usual
2
9 2
CLARK ISLAND—-Harvey Crowley. Ogier, ss ..... .
Will Accompany the MacMil custom
The students eagerly
the class of 1925 imported a erick Bird.
1 10
Murdock Murray, George Baum, Davis, lb ............ 4
followed
the
exploits
of
the
hero
on
speaker, and discarded its own pro
lan Arctic Expedition.
0 1
Fred Luscomb, Charles Winslow, Wil Manning, p.......... 3
gram of essays—the history and “The Kiss of the Hatred Scorn.”
0 5
T. Thomas, c .... 4
Out of the whole four the second liam Rogers, Everett Baum. William
poem
alone
being
given.
The
The MacMillan Arctic Expedition,
0 4
Shields, Ernest Edwards,
Leroy Arico, 2b ............ 3
year
was
the
most
uneventful
in
the
scholarly
address
by
Prof.
(William
under the auspices of the National
F. Thomas, cf .... 3
0 2
Basketball Jackson, Geqrge Rowland. Joseph
Geographic Society, is scheduled to J. Wilkinson M. A„ LL.*D. of Colby history of the class.
Gunnarson, rf .. 2
0 1
called out two girls—Carolyn Perry Baum. Willow Lampl, Alfred Young,
College
was
listened
to
with
un

leave Wiscasset, about June 27.
A. S. Hallowell.
and
Adelaide
Trafton
—
who
mate

qualified
pleasure
by
both
the
grad

This expedition should prove of
28 4 2 2 27 11 2
WARREN — McFarland,
Cross,
large interest to the fishery world in uates and the audience but in the rially aided what was considered one Walker, Averill, Robinson, Newbert.
Vinalhaven High
of
the
State
’
s
best
teams.
Crosby,
q
that the Bureau of Fisheries of the end there lingered a feeling of re
ah r bh tb po a
Moody. Wentworth, Berry, BoardDepartment of Commerce, is sending gret that this plan meant the sacrl new athletic coach came this year. man, Sawyer, Boggs, Wilson, Ben Anderson, ss .... 2
Green
and
Murphy
made
the
base

| Dr. Walter Koelz, associate aquatic flee of the parts for which the stu
Amiro, 3b ............» 4
ball team, and the class furnished six ner.
! biologist, to study fish life In these dents had worked so hard. After
SNIPERS—(Brackett. Montgomery, Sanborn, p ........ 4
football
players
—
Andrews.
Chapin,
| remote regions, exceptionally little all It Is their graduation, and it is
UTILITY,
E. Montgomery, Morvyn Foster. K;tl- Nelson, If ........ . 4
[ being known along this line.
This the students themselves whom the Emery, Fales, Nelson and Murphy. loch, Beaudoin, T. Perry, Kenney, Arey, lb ............ 4
The
Halloween
soeial
netted
$50.
The
is the word from the Department of relatives and friends especially de
•Coombs, cf ........ 3
CONVENIENCE,
second and last happening of real Putnam, Easton, McIntosh, Seavey.
Commerce.
sire to hear.»
NORTHERN LIGHTS—Sloane, Nel Smith, 2b .......... 3
importance was the selecting and
The representative from the bureau
The graduation was the first that
son, Condon, Chaples,
Ludwlck, Sarantos, rf....... 2
COMFORT
i of fisheries is recorded by the depart has ever taken place in the High buying of class rings.
Tippett, c ........ »
In the first assembly of Junior year Frank Stew-art, C. Harding. Frank
ment as “an experienced and capable School building, and the handsome
Frye,
the students were presented to a new Allen, Clark, Cummings,
ichthyologist and Is fully acquainted auditorium of the new structure
29 0 2 3 24 7 0
The Rockland National
physical director Philip Jones, who ’’Dewey" Tripp, Tyler.
with collecting methods as a resuit proved an ideal place. The Junior
FORDS—Kelley, McLeod, Herbert Camden ............ 20010001 x—4
Bank offers you the very
made upon them a fine Impression
of extensive studies of the white” class is to be congratulated upon the
whicli has been strengthened ever Black, Hallowell, Richardson, Cope Vinalhaven .... 00000000 0—0
latest word in utility,
fishes and related forms of the Grom effectiveness of the decorations—
Two-base hit, Tippett.
Bases on
since.
Under his coaching Andrews. land, Carl Snow, T. Johnson, E. John
convenience and comfort
Lakes, which he has collected dur doubly effective because of their
Chapin,
Fales,
Nelson,
Mur son, Kessell, Kenneth Spear, Webb, balls, off Manning 2, off Sanborn 4.
in the transaction of your
ing the past eight years.
simplicity.
The rear wall of tlie phy, Emery. Haskell and Sloane made Newbert, Mann. Anderson, Benner. Struck out, by Manning 4, by San
banking business. We will
The investigation of fish life in stage was done in crepe paper, panel
Double play. Plaisted,
The officers of the Twilight League born 16.
the football squad, with Nelson
be glad to have you open
these northern lakes is not anticipa effect, the class colors, green and
Arico and Davis.
Stolen bases,
are:
Crockett
as,
manager.
'Murphy,
an account and avail
ted to carry with it much danger, white, being employed. "Class of
Plaisted .2, Dailey 2, Ogier 2, Arico,
President—Charles S. Maxey.
Greene.
Maxey,
Bird,
J.
Fein,
A.
Fein,
yourself of our facilities
and reasonable comfort is anticipated 1925" was the white lettered inscrip
Anderson, Amiro, Tippett.
Hit by
Vice President—-Herbert Black.
Rounds, Benson and Perry represent
for serving you well.
because the lakes offer one of the tion on a green background, and
Wild pitches,
Secretary and Treasurer—“Pete" pitcher, Anderson.
ed the class on the boys’ basketball
few places for safe water landings across tlie iwoscenium arch, In white
Sanborn 3.
Passed halls, Tippet 2.
team, while Misses Perry and Traf Maher.
for planes to be found in the Arctic. letters on a background of evergreen
Umpires, Kennedy and W. T. Thorn
The By-Laws
4% INTEREST PAID
ton starred on the girls' team.
For
"South Sea Islands are supposed was the class motto. Dawn (in tlie I
Scorer. Winslow.
prst time in 15 years debating was
The following bylaws have been ton.
• * • •
to afford a life of magnificent ease Hill of Vision," The stage front was re-established in Rockland
High drawn up.
in contrast with the Arctic, since |, partly banked with evergreen,
“Bill" Foster has signed with the
The
name
of
tills
organization
shall
School.
Prescott
and
Fein
were
on
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
there a iamily can live on tlie fru t • Arrayed for tlie first time in caps tlie teams coached by E. C. Moran, be the Knox County Twilight League. Portland locals at a salary of $200 a
of three trees," the departments says, and gowns graduates of Rockland Jr., which won the county cham
The officers are president, vice month, and will report there ‘shortly.
but adds; "Baffin Island Eskimos High School marched with slow and
Manager Solomon has a crack team
pionship.
A new Prince Charming president, secretary and treasurer.
however, are said to have improved stately tread from the rear of the was added to the class roster, Sey
The members are the members of to represent the Forest City this
on this handy commissary.
li^ the hall to the stage, the hoys making mour Cameron. Another Latin play the various teams composing tho season.
winter they build their igloos on the use of thp southern aisle and the was presented. Baseball under the league.
I
lakes, cut a hole througli tMe parlo.- girls the northern aisle, uniting in managership of Philip Rounds, found
The teams shall be four or more as
TENT SHOW COMING
floor and fish for their dinner. Rivers front of the center of the stage. Nel- Cameron. Putnam, Montgomery and shall he determined by the vote of the
and- lakes of the island are well
members of the league.
stocked with fish, notably sea trout
The president will provide the nec M. A. Brewer Bringing Stock
and speckled trout.”
essary equipment for the teams, all
Company To Rockland—
bills to be o, k.'d by the president of
the League before being paid.
Opens June 29.
The games are to be played at 6.15,
daylight saving time at Community
Somthing of a treat is in store for
Park or Oakland Park, on the dates Rockland theatre-goers when the
given by the schedule qymmlttce. Brewer Pavilion Theatre Stock Co.,
Seven innings constitute a game, but appearing In their own electric light
In the event it is necessary to call a ed tent theatre, opens its engage
•
z
/Member
game four Innings will constitute a ment here June 29.
Consolidated Stock Exchange'
game.
of Mew York
°
The Company, which has just con
The schedule games are to be an cluded a long run at Miami, Florida,
nounced at least two days preceding is now in New York undergoing its
STOCKS and BONDS
the week in whirh they are to be final rehedrsals under the able di
played, same to he given out by a rection of Jean Woods of the Belasco
Publishers of the
A Glimpse at Rockland's New High School Building In
committee consisting of Brackett, C.
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
Which The Commencement Was Held Thornton, H. Black and Wentworth. forces and will embark for Rockland
When you begin to earn
next week.
which is sent free to
The umpire or umpires shall he se
At the head of the long cast, which
You should begin to save. ■
investors upon request
g son Crockett as class marshal was Sloane on tlie team.
Track was lected by two opposing team cap includes many players well-known to
letter perfect in his difficult task, started in the early spring, the tains, and if possible shall he some Broadway, is M. A. Brewer who will
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
and there was well merited applause class being represented by Ripley. one not at all interested in either he remembered. Is M. A. Brewerlil
when the students were seated.
Fales, Emory, Jackson, Herrick. Syl team playing, nor a player on either tie remembered by Rockland theatre
Invocation was offered by Rev. vester and Bartlett, witli Benson as team in the league.
goers for his excellent work here at
No officer of this league or any the head of Ills own company two
Oscar W. Stuart of the Littlefield manager. Emery and Sylvester won
Memorial church, 'who later pro gold medals at the Camden meet. member of any team in the league seasons ago.
X-------------------------- ■ ■
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
"
"
Girls’ field hockey made its advent in shall receive or accept any money
nounced the benediction.
Fred Hnrvey and Edith Ketchum
....
to It. 11. S„ under the coaching of from any source whatever for his also well known to Rockland folks;
z/tf
yearly*/
,
•
A strictly mutual savings
Miss Doris Black.
During the last services in the-league.
The Class Poem
as well as Luella Arnold, former lead
A list of fifteen names shall lie ing woman of the Albee Stock Co.,
"Ahead lies the glorious future." few weeks of school men armed with
bank
says the class poet, Raymond C. picks and shovels made their appear submitted by the manager of each are announced as among those In the
Perry, who, with the class motto for ance and work on the new building team at the beginning of the season. cast.
This list to be Inspected and passed
his inspiration, offered a very meri began.
DEPOSITS
Broadway successes only will be
torious production.
The title was
As Seniors the students attended upon by the managers of all the presented. The opening play will be
After this list "The Old Soak" in which -Raymond
Made during the first four
“Dawn on the Hill of Vision."
Tho classes In the various churches, and teams in the league.
poem follows:
although this plan had Its drawbacks has been passed there will he no new Hitchcock made such a notable hit.
days of the month will
"Dawn on tlie Hill of Vision.”
'under the management of the new players unless by the approval of the This will be followed by William
At
last
we
have
reached
the
heights
:
draw interest from the first
principal, Alden W. Allen, tilings ran majority of the league managers In Courtenay's success, “Her Tempor
The rosy red of a day that is past,
Turns to the darkness of night.
very smoothly indeed. Football sea writing.
ary Husband," “Discarded Wives,”
day of that month.
There will be a collection taken up “Just Married” and other well known
son opened with practically a Senior
Below
and
het,ind
ns
the
old
trail
winds
—
each
night.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
team—-Andrews, Chapin, Fales Em
high class plays.
How straight, smooth and short 11 seems!
In order to equalize all teams or
As we stand looking hack, from whence
ery, Nelson, Murphy, Perry, Sloane.
It Is planned to remain here two
gu N D A T dinner—you
We have conic appears hat a day of dreams Haskell, Kent, Herrick, Ripley and any question on a protest of any weeks, presenting four plays during
game
which
the
president
of
the
have been thinking It
Sylvester. Carolyn I’erry, Adelaide
that time after which tho company
Ahead lies the glorious future,
over and wonderiag what
Full of life's trials and joys:
Trafton and Dot Breen were on the league thinks could be better settled will tour.
May that courage be ours to face each new girls’ basketball team, with Miss outside the League, it shall be re
A plot of ground on Park street
you could have that would
task
Trafton as playing manager. Short ferred to a committee of three, who near Broad has been selected for the
As men, with the spirit of boys!
differ from your former
shall
pass
on
it
and
their
decision
ly after the season opened the class
•
erection of the large canvas theatre
Sunday dinners. You want
All along we have aimed at the summit.
received the saddest shock of its ex shall be final. This committee shall which seats 800 people.
Though at times the climb seemed too steep.
be
selected
by
a
vote
of
the
managers
to please him?
Suggest
Yet wc strove blindly on with our minds ever istence in the death of Miss Perry.
Another new form of athletics—ice of the teams at the beginning of the
firm :
coming here !
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Tonight ttie dawn's vigil wc keep.
hockey—was introduced this year. season.
Special meetings may be called by
That summit which Sor years lias allured us The team, under (he direction of Bert
GATHER YE ROSEBUDS
Get acquainted with our
Angel made a very creditable show the president, at any time or by a
Wo made It our life’s one mission.
Gather ye rosebuds as ye may.
Now breaks through the mist of a glorious ing.
The seniors on the team were majority of managers who demand li.
“Bill O’Fara
Old Time Is still a-flylng;
morn,
These laws and by-laws may bte
Andrews, Bartlett, Fales, Herrick,
In Exchange For Your Old
Tls "Dawn on the Hill of Vision.”
And this same flower tiiat smiles today
... *
and Ripley witli Stanley Hail as amended by a majority vote of man
Tomorrow will be dying.
Battery
agers and captains at a legal meeting.
The glorious lamp of heaven. the sun, ®
The Class History
The chronicles of n graduating
The higher he’s a-getting.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
| Camden High and Vinalhaven High
The sooner will his rare be run.
class have seldom been told witli
And nearer he’s to setting.
played off their tie for second place
such enaedotal complptenes as those
u
in the Knox and Lincoln League yesWENDELL C. FLINT
of 1925, and much credit Is due to
The age Is best which Is the first.
(terday afternoon, and the honors went
When youth and blood are warmer;
*,
Herbert I. Prescott, to whom that
But being spent, the worse and worst
TAXI SERVICE
H. M. de ROCHEMONT feature of the program was assigned.
to the Megunticook outfit hy a score
Times still succeed the former.
|
• of 4 to 1.
Neutral territory was seHis witty sallies evoked much laugh?
106 PLEASANT STREET
DAY OR NIGHT
1
lected
for
the
“
survival
of
the
fittest.
”
Then be not coy, but use your time.
ter from his classmates and others
2 SUMMER ST.
TEL. 665-11
PLUMBING, HEATING
And while ye may. go marry;
1
Tai. 837-W
689 Main Street
1 with the result that the contest was
who understood his allusions.
Tor having lost but once your prime,
t
Stand Munro's Restaurant Tai 8478 ; staged In Community Park.
The
TEL. 244-W
As a Freshman class it contained
ROCKLAND, ME.
You may for ever tarry.
m
74-lt
117tf
small crowd was duo to the (act that
! 84 members and its career began
38-tf
—Robert HenlO, .

CHAS, P. DOW & CO.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
LOWEST RATES

Volume 80............ .. .Number 74.

Famous Wisconsin Insurgent
Class of 1925 Concludes Its High School Course With a First Game Will Be Played At 6.15 Monday Night At Com
Succumbs To Heart Fail
munity Park—Eight Teams Entered, and Ready For
Brilliant Commencement—Diplomas Are Awarded To
ure.
the Word.
Eighty-One Graduates.

The

We have a special proposition SOLD BY NO
OTHER COMPANY—low cost—and you don’t
have to deduct $50 or $ 100 from every claim.

THREE CENTS A COPY

“DAWN ON THE HILL OF VISION’’

la follette dead

Senator Robert M. LaFollette, for
x
<
The Rockland Gazette was established In many years a stormy petrel of Ameri
1846 In 1874 the Courier was established can politics, died in Washington
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
j.,..

DINNERS

CHICKEN

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 20, 1925.

I

I

Best'

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

Newbert’s Cafeteria

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA^VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE

THE VHARF

The Courier-Gazette

MYSTERY

Leslie Steward, Master Scamp, Did a “Drowning” Stunt At
Maine Central Wharf Yesterday.

Gt RCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, Maine, June 20, 1-925.
Personally appeared Fran* 5 LyOdl. who
co oath declares that he la pressman In the
offlce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of *he
the issue of this paper of June IS. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6,474 copies.
Before nte,
1'hANK h MILLER,
Notary Public.

There is no man that hath power
over the spirit to retain the spirit
neither hath he power in the day of
death; and there is no discharge in
that death.— Ecclesiastes 8:8.

Now that Vacation's

here—here are the
Vacation Clothes

for Boys
The sturdy play togs that
every boy needs—
Economical garments that
give Dad’s expense account a
lighter load to haul.
You wiH find Values and
Styles here that exist in a city
the size of Rockland only be
cause we never weigh our boys
business on a light scale.

Yesterday morning. City Treasurer
■ Charles It. Morey went to the head of
Maine Central wharf to dump some
! refuse.
Subconsciously he noted a
man walking up and down the
wharf some distance away.
As he was about to turn away he
heard somebody shout and saw tlie
man on tlie end of the wharf waving
to him. Assuming that it was some
friend whom he did not recognize at
the distance Mr. Morey waved in
reply, when to his amazement tlie
nian sat down on the end of the
wharf, removed his cap and shoes,
and then jumped overboard.
Mr. Morey ran onto the wharf,
shouting as he did so to the men who
were working at Rackllff A Witham’s
lobster plant across on the Snow
wharf.
Harold I.ook and Everett Bryant
promptly manned a dory to the scene
of the affair, but couid not even see
hubbies which naturally rise for some
time after a body has gone down.
Marshal Davis made a remarkably
quick trip to the wharf, and with
Medical Examiner Frohock waited
nearly an hour in the hope that tlie
body might be recovered.
Men dragged all day yesterday
without results.
Tlie shoes and cap
furnished material evidence that City

Treasurer Morey was not suffering
from an optical illusion, and at the
end of the day the mystery was as
deep as ever.
The crowd saw a fine exhibition of
diving by Tony, the Greek, who went
down five times in the morning and
six in the afternoon, and carefully
explored the undersea territory. Ho
found the water extremely cold at 1
depth of about 16 feet.
Hundreds visited the wharf, and al!
sorts of speculation was indulged in,
some persons even professing to be
lieve that it was a hoax and tint
the perpetrator was probably nearby
enjoying it.
And this proved to be the correct
solution, as the police learned tale
last night when John Marks appeared
at the station with a report that his
stepson Leslie Steward had come
honiie reporting that some boys hail
taken his shoes and cap while he was
in swimming. Patrolman Post visited
the house with the shoes and cap
which had been found on the end of
Maine Central Wharf, and they were
at once identified as the boy's prop
erty.
Steward is the young scamp who
has given the authorities so much
trouble here and elsewhere, and seems
to like nothing so well as being in
trouble and the limelight.

antilever
hoe
for men
«n4 women

It’s not the arch—
It’s the muscles!
"Flat foot” and "weak arches"
actually mean weakness of the
foot muscles.

A flexible shank shoe like the
CANTILEVER is needed to
permit constant free exercise of
the muscles which hold the 26
ymatl bones of the foot in their
normal arched formation.

A visit to our store will show you the very latest patterns of Summer Furniture

CANTILEVER Shoes prevent
and correct “weak arches.”

Gregory’s

D. T. PERCY & SONS
73-74

portraits of the three convicts who

$5.50
and up

$11.50, $18.00
and $21.00

from
$19. to $30.

$18.00 up

$1.25 up
WE DELIVER

BURPEE

ALL GOODS

FURNITURE Cl)..

COTTAGE

ROCKLAND

WE HAVE IT

—

DIRECT TO YOUR

MAINE

SUMMER HOME

New Century Hall *
North Waldoboro

$1.29

Oil Ranges

Grass Rugs
Ail sizes
and colors

: AT THE :

ren; Three Are Still At Large—Reward Offered.

WHERE CAN YOU
BEAT THIS?

Hammocks

NEED FOR THE

$12.50.

■ Better Value Suits, $135°

Rockers

Refrigerators
Every style
and size

SU3G2UC3C£2JLD'JC{jUUCOUUL'nmjUUC:ipur;

DANCE

came from Massachusetts and said:
“Rasmussen and Bennett, with
James J. Conlon of Roxbury, their
companion in the Everett Police Sta
tion flight were serving from two *0
four years for larceny of an automo
bile in Bangor. Dec. 12.
They were
arrested in Pittsfield, Me., after a
wild chase, in which several shots
were tired at them by officers. Ben
nett was shot in the thigh while re
sisting arrest.
"Through the sterling work of Ros
coe C. Hill. State finger-print expert,
the trio were, identified as the men
who escaped in some mysterious
fashion from the Everett police sta
tion Nov. 27.
The three men, all of
whom had criminal records at the
time, had been identified as the trio
who entered the fur store of Bertha
Schwartz on Broadway, Nov. 21, held !
up two men, and escaped with four J
fur coats valued at $800.
"Hoppe, one of the four to escape, !
was arrested in front of his home at
1152 Commonwealth axenue, Brigh- I
ton, Oet. 9, 1924, in an altomobile said I
to have been loaded with the loot of '
robberies In Maine. He pleaded not ,
guilty with two other men in Skow- .
hegan for larceny from stores In 1
North Anson, but was given two sen- I
fences for breaking, entering and lar
ceny. one of from three to six years
to be followed by another of from
four to eight.”

Glenwood

WHATEVER YOU

FOUR CONVICTS ESCAPE

Good Value Suits $10.00 to

Couch

Boots, Shoes,
Clothing, Furnishings
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Inspector Wentworth Captures One of Them In East War

Nor Our Values Either!

Old Hickory

L. E. BLACKINGTON

_____________________________ <---------------------------------------

E. V. Arnold of Portland, serving a
sentence of one to two years for
forgery’ and uttering; Janies E. Ben
to $16.50.
nett of Chelsea, Mass., serving a sen
Scout growth.
The backbone of
Best Value Suits. $iS,oo to tence of two to four years for larceny
the work is leadership. Rockland's
of an automobile: Stephen H. Hoppe
ambition is to bring here a trained $22.50.
of Boston, serving two sentences of
three to six, and four to eight years
leader, under whose direction the
Caddy' Suits, $3.25.
for breaking and entering; and Ed
boy forces of the city shall become
Khaki Knickers $1.25 to ward J. Rasmussen of Roxbury, serv
enlisted in this wonderful - work,|
ing a sentence of two to four years
which ultimately shall be extended $1.50.
for larceny of an automobile, escaped
from Thomaston State Prison early
until not only in this city, but
Slipon Sweaters $3.50.
Thursday afternoon.
throughout the adjacent tow’ns, the
Rasmussen was recaptured in the
principles of Scouting shall become
Fathers’ Day Sunday. Buy
early evening at East Warren by In
a governing influence in the lives
him a tie.
spector Charles D. Wentworth of the
of our boys.
State Highway Police, but the others
400 Vacation Hats. Just are still at large—two of them are
Again the estimated budget sur
the thing for Boating, Fishing, desperate criminals with bad rec
ords in other States.
plus in the United States Treasury
Gardening Work 10c.
Escape was effected by climbing
at the end of the fiscal year is
through the ventilator over the East
mounting. It is now thought that
Wing cells and dropping to the
the surplus will be $120,000,000 in
ground with tlie aid of a clothesline,
of which they had somehow become
stead of $68,000,000 as was at first ex
possessed.
pected. It is believed also that the
The quartet's exit from the prison
iBcome and profit taxes at the end
yard was within a biscuit's toss of the
of the fiscal year will be consider
residence of Warden Eaton, who was
ably in excess of the $1,660,000,000'
away on his annual vacation.
The
escape was seen, and pursuit began as
as was estimated. The condition of
soon as the alarm could be sounded.
the government finances is extreme
Deputy Warden Colgan promptly
ly gratifying to the Treasury depart
A WONDER PICTURE
took measures to notify the sur
ment and seems to make It certain
rounding towns, and summoned to his
that a reduction of about $300,000,- “The
Thief of Bagdad’ assistance Sheriff Thurston and liis
deputies and Inspector Wentworth
000 in taxes may safely be made in
Shows Well the Great Skill and such of the State Highway Po
the next Congress. Returns under
lice as were available.
of Fairbanks.
the new income tax rate have ex
The convicts naturally hit for the
wooded section, around which Dep
ceeded expectations. The receipts
It is evident that when Douglas
from miscellaneous taxes have, up Fairbanks produced "The Thief of uty Warden Colgan quickly threw a
cordon of armed men.
to this point in the fiscal year, drop Bagdad," which will be on view at
On one of the back roads in East
ped about $60,000,000 below esti the Park Theatre on Wednesday Warren Inspector Wentworth and
mates, but this is not looked upon and Thursday he had in mind to State Patrolman Willis Beal of the
make the apparently impossible an Waldoboro section finally saw a man
as serious because of the receipts in
accomplished fact. In every city darting through a thicket, apparently
excess of estimates obtained from where this picture has been. shown
anxious to escape observation. They
ether sources and the fact that there the same strain has been: "I wonder waited until he drew nearer.
how
..............
this
on
that
..............
is evidence to support the belief that
Inspector Wentworth, whose uni
When
the
redoubtable
Doug
government expenditures will steadi
form the man had evidently not ob
clambers up a rope that is suspend
ly be decreased as a result of the ed in thin air, one begins to take no served leveiied a revolver over his
arm and commanded the fugitive to
economy program which has been tice; then he dives to the bottom of
approach.
the
water,
kills
an
undersea
mon
put into effect.
"Say, fellers, what time is it?” the
ster, and when his sub-oceanic busi
prisoner asked nonchalantly.
The thrill that the publisher ex ness is finished, he calmly propels
“I told you to come on," was Went
himself to the surface. He enters
periences as lie junks the old press an enchanted wood, where a tall worth’s only reply.
“Well I’ll be damned," said Ras
and enters into the joyous posses tree, at the wave of a hand, comes
mussen when he drew near Inspector
sion of the new is familiar to most to life and walks around with un Wentworth's automobile and saw
of us, and so we can enter into the canny disrespect to all accepted ideas who the occupants were; “this is
of tree conduct. Later in the pic
feelings of the Belfast Journal and ture, the Thief climbs a flight of a twice I have been captured by the
troops.
What’s happened
extend to it our compliments upon Thousand Steps that leads to the State
around here, anyhdw, murder?"
beautiful
the installation of its new, fast-run clouds and mounts a
"No, but that will happen if you
ning, modern press, thereby provid Winged Horse that gracefully files don't get into this car,” warned the
away with Doug on his back. By
ing for the rapid production of its
inspector.
now, you are ready to believe that
And while 'Mr. Wentworth trans
weekly issue, which under the new anything is possible and when as a
formed himself into a two gun man
management has put on many indi climax you see Douglas and the
Mr. Beal handcuffed the escaped con
cations of a growing prosperity. Princess step upon a Magic Carpet vict.
it
seems
quite
proper
for
the
rug
of
All the way back to prison Rasmus
The Journal is among the oldest of
its own volition to rise up, sail out
Maine newspapers. In about three of the window, circle tlie house-tops sen made futile efforts to release
himself from the bracelets.
"I sup
years it will reach the century mark of Bagdad amidst the plaudits of the
pose you think because I am hand
multitude,
and
disappear
with
its
—a long life for a country news
cuffed that I can’t fight,” said he.
But he showed no real resistance.
paper. Throughout that period it human freight across the rising
moon.
There lias been no real clew to the
has ably served the people of Waldo
The magic Introduced into this other men, but Warden Eaton, who
County.
film is so unusual that it would seem returned last night, is confident that
likely to be dominating interest, but they are not far from the prison, and
Other states than Maine are pay very wisely Douglas keeps every that they will eventually be recap
thing subservient to the story and
ing attention to advertising. There the beautiful romance of the Thief tured.
The theft of a Ford coupe. No.
comes by mail to The Courier-Ga and the Princess is both compelling
58,073 from Green street, Thomaston
zette desk a miniature bag of wheat, and dramatic with a well balanced the night of the escape, is attributed
bringing "Greetings" above a pic admixture of thrills and surprises.— by some as an act of the prisoners,
but it scarcely seems reasonable that
tured golden wheat-sheaf, and the adv.
the men would lie so foolhardy as to
printed information that “Kansas
emerge from a place of comparative
produces more wheat than any other
safety into the heart of an aroused
state in the Union and is the great
town.
On the same night, also, tlie filling
est producer of hard winter wheat of
station of W. N. Benner, Jr., at Rock
any political unit in tlie world.” A
land Highlands was broken into, and
very neat and convincing piece of
this has naturally been woven into
publicity, for which we thank Thad
the story.
But a prompt warning was issued
C. Carver, the Vinalhaven boy who
for automobile owners to be very
in his youth went to Kansas, be
careful about leaving their machines
came one of tlie state’s foremost
around unlocked.
bankers and has had hard wdrk
Arnold, who is a chauffeur, is de
scribed as 27 years old, height 5 feet
keeping them from making him gov1 1
7% inches, weight 117, hair dark
brown, eyes brown and medium build.
He is partly bald.
BUSY IN MAINE
Bennet, who is a carpenter, is 27,
The monthly survey of the New
5 feet 5 inches tall, weighs 136
HEAVY
STEEL
England district by the United States
pounds, has black hair and brown
LUGGAGE CARRIER
Employment Service of the Depart
eyes, and is of medium build.
He
ment of Labor, shows mixed condi Fits running board of any car, black walks with a limp.
Hoppe, 16 an auto mechanic, 26
tions for May. In all of the States enameled, well riveted, will not bind,
building is active but in other indus extends 54 inches.
Sent Postage years old, 5 feet 6% inches tall,
weighs 147 pounds, has brown hair
tries while some improvement is re Paid to your address for—
and eyes and is of medium build.
ported, it is not general. The re
All three men wore khaki trousers,
port for Maine says:
hickory shirts, blue Junipers and peak
"Practically all plants operating:
caps when they escaped.
All are
part time in textile and shoe factor
smooth faced.
ies: car repair shops continue five
A reward of 250 is offered for the
days a week basis; paper and pulp
capture of each man.
(Established 1862)
industry at close to capacity; little
Friday's Boston Globe published
BATH,................MAINE
demand for farm labor; building ac
tive."

FURNITURE FOR YOUR PIAZZA OR COTTAGE

COMFORT AND HEALTH

THREE TIMES A WEEK

The placing of tlie Boy Scout or
ganization upon a high plane of ef
ficiency is among not the least of
the worth-while things aimed at by
the Community Chest campaign.
Rockland already has a number of
Scout troops, attached to the several;
churches, which should be exceed
ingly helpful in providing a nucleus
for the larger movement. We do not
know of anything that makes a
closer appeal to tlie hearts of the
men and women of our city than ef
forts directed to the fashioning of
boys into prospective citizens of the
highest type. The machinery of the
Boy Scouts lias demonstrated its ef
ficiency in this direction. In the!
statewide movement for setting,
Maine into its proper place of na-.
tional importance we are not to lose
sight of its chief asset, which con
sists of the youth of the towns and
farms. We perceive in the member
ship bulletin just issued from the
national office that the total number
of Boy Scouts is 765,000, of which
number Maine registers only 1007,
almost the smallest of any of the I
48 states. This is not as it should
be. Maine with only one-quarter
the number of little Rhode Island,
furnishes great opportunity for Beyj

Every-Other-Day
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PLANT LOVERS,
ATTENTION! '

Wednesday Evening,

June 24
: : Music by : :

Marston’s Orchestra
74*75

TWIN-WILLOW

My Summer Flowering Plant*
are ready now. Here is a liat of
my plants: Asters, Pansies, Cos
mos, Verbenas, Zinnias, Bachelor
Buttons, Mignonette, Salvia, Scabiosa, Mixed Stocks, Sweet Peas
(mixed),
Nicotians,
Gladiolus
(mixed), French Marigolds, Snap
dragon, Blue Lace FTower, Dahlia
Bulb* (mixed colors), Dwarf Red
Nasturtiums, Dwarf Mixed Nas
turtiums, Salipiglossi*.

FARM
R. W. DAVIS & SONS
: : Dealer* in : :

Milk,

JOIN THE GLENWOOD CLUB

Cream
and Skim Milk

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

TEL. 591-4
Thomaston St., ROCKLAND, ME.
65*77

FRED A. CLARK

PUBLIC AUTO
EIGHTH SEASON
Ready to serve my old customers
and r.ew in a Studcbaker Big Six
6Stf Telephone 335-1 or 437

Here is a list of my Vegetable
Plants:
Cabbage, Cauliflower,
Sage, Beet, Cucumber, Tomato,
Celery, Parsley, Icehurg Lettece
The Seedlings I have are raised
from the best seed and are well
hardened.

I also have Sheep Manure, Bone
Meal and Window Boxes, and alls
kinds of Hardy Plants.
I would like to have you come
and see my Plants.

EDWIN A. DEAN
HIGHLANDS, ROCKLAND, ME.
Tel. 321-5
(Head of Cedar St.)

65-S-76

DURANT

Weekly will scon pay for this
GLENWOOD RANGE

$1.00

We are starting another of our famous Glenwood
Clubs. Select the range you want. It will be de
livered at once. Then you pay $1.00 weekly.

DURANT SEDAN

TEAR

[Disc or artillery whed*]

*1190

OFF—MAIL

IN

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.,
Rockland, Maine.
Gentlemen: —
Enclosed find $1.C0 and you may enter my name in your Glen
wood Range Club.
Respectfully yours,

f. e. b. Laming, Mick.

NAME

ADDRESS

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Visit Our Exchange Department. Hundreds of Big Bargains.
We Will Take Your Old Range and Allow You a Good Price

Why Elasticity Means Economy
he new motor of the
]Durant line is exception

T

ally economical because it is
elastic.
Most motors are operated
solely by the force of gas ex
plosions—much of the power
is wasted via the exhaust line.
The bark of the cut-out spells

waste.
The Durant motor not only
uses the explosive force of the
gas but also its expansive force.

It is this elasticity that ac
counts for the hill-climbing a
power, minimum of gear-shift
ing, and low gasoline con
sumption for which the
Durant line is noted.
Add to elasticity and economy
the high quality of construc
tion and finish and you have
the reasons why the Durant
is the choice of wise and dis

$1050

4 PASSENGER COUPE
5 PASSENGER 6EDAN

•

Lansing, Mich.

ARE

YOUR

“AT

SERVICE”

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

400 POUNDS OF
$1160
$1190

•

Oakland, CaL

DAGGETT’S
ON

BUILT BY DURANT MOTORS
Plants: Elizabeth, N. J.

OUR SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

JUST ARRIVED!

PRICES: /. o. b. Lansing, Mich.
$830

PROTECT THE PAPERS THAT
PROTECT YOU”

criminating buyers.

Upholstered in Real Mohair

5 PASSENGER TOURING
5 TasSENGER COACH .

a

Toronto, Ont.

ROCKLAND AUTO SALES CO.
Sales and Service Rooms. New Garage. New County Road
Telephone 912

CHOCOLATES

SALE

FOR

49 CENTS PER POUND
FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND SATURDAY

WEYMOUTH’S
4C2 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

VISIT OUR NEW ICE CREAM PARLOR

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 21— Father's Day.
.Time 22—Bairtlst Vacation Bible School
opens.
•lime 22—Annual meeting Rockland High
School Aluntui Association In High School
multi orient
June 2:1 ‘Reunion of all R. H S. letter
men. tyatoliet Mt. Cantp.
June 26- First Baptist plcn? at (Iisland
Park.
June 2S-Baseball—Rotary vs Forty Club
at Courmunlty Park.
June 24- Ash Point Church supper and en
tertainment.
June 24—Vlnalhaveo—25th anniversary of
Union chinch.
June 27—Opening Day at Chlldroe's Play
ground.
July 4 Indettenrlence Day.
July 4—(invertors at Cantden.
July 6—Month? meeting of the City Gov
ernment
July 6-24—Annual Held day periud of 240th
Coast Artillery at Portland.
July 17—Organ recital by James J. O'Hara
at First Baptist church.
July 29—State Assessors meet nt the Court
House
July 36- Thomaston--Edith Muthall Clark
Company, Methodist church.
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FOR THE

Steam Lighter Sophia is being
used In the laying of the new tele-1
phone cable between Bath and I
Woolwich.

SAKE OF. OUR

BOYS

DAILY VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL

Those planning to attend the C. E.
meeting In Rockville Sunday after
noon are asked to be at the First
Baptist church at 3 o'clock, daylight,
sharp. Autos will be there to take
them up.

Opens

Community Chest Will Stand Solidly Behind a Scout
Organization the Coming Year.

MONDAY, JUNE 22
9:00 A. M.

FREE TO CHILDREN

There was only one Knox County
student In the graduating - class at
Bowdoln College this week—Conrad
Cote Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Howard. He has made a line
record in the institution. Joseph M.
Odlorne of Jefferson was awarded
the B. S. degree.

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH
73-74

The high light of Community Chest
the coming year Is bound to be the
Boy Scout.
This great scheme, or
world wide movement If you please,
has taken the directors of the ChesJ
by storm and is rapidly kindling fires
of enthusiasm In the hearts of all
those who get the vision of the plan.
The groundwork of the Scout idea
Is already laid by the loyal workers
of the local troops who have labored
nder great difficulty tu attain a bet
ter status for "the boy." Now the
powerful machinery of Community
Chest slips into gear and the Boy
Scout scheme will receive Its richly
earned opportunity.

ary wage and later leaves him strand
ed without a trade, and throws him
into the army of the unemployed, or
worse still, the unemployable.
The Boy Scout scheme is not an
idle dream, not an unworkable theory.
It Is sound, sane, wholesome, thor
oughly honest and wholly practical
It will bring In the coming year ben
efits beyond money value to Rock
land's most valued product, her boys.
• • • •
The executive board of Community
Chest held a busy session yesterday
completing many of the major plans
for the campaign and appointing a
number of committees. A fine spir
it is reported on every hand by the
advance committee which are now
doing the foundational soliciting and
arranging with the major local and
out-of-the city contributors.
Like
every campaign, this will take real,
honest, consistent work to put it

Concerning Dishes
The V. F. Studley, Inc., regular special next week concerns itself with Dishes

and remarkable values are to be found.

42 piece

62 piece

100 piece

Scenes of the Shrlners convention
and parade at Los Angeles ale being
Park Theatre is offering a good shown in the kinogranis at the Strand
'
schedule for next week: Monday and today.
Tuesday, Betty CompsoB and Jack
Holt in “Kve’s Secret;” Wednesday
The 60th anniversary of the Maine
and Thursday, Douglas Fairbanks in Dentil 1 Society will be observed In
The Thief of Bagdad;" Friday and Bangor next Thursday, Friday and
The Aim*
Saturday (double header) “.Welcome Saturday, and a program of unusual
The real objective of the Boy Scout
The arrival and departure of Home" and “Souls for Sale.”
Interest has been arranged for the movement’is character development.
guests during the vacation season Is
occasion. The business session will Every step in the program is but a
283 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 713.
of Interest both to them and their
Rear Admiral C. Fred Hughes has be held Thursday afternoon at which
friends.
The Courier-Gazette is been promoted to the commander- officers for the ensuing year will be means to that end. The hoys devel
op interests and spend their hours
glarl to print such items of social in-chief of the U. S. buttle fleet.
elected.
under such leadership as must bring
news and will thank Its friends to Admiral Hughes, is a former Bath
supply it with information in this boy and will be remembered here as
Rockland Lodge of Elks is on the
connection.
THE SCOUT OATH
one of the early recorders of the summer schedule of one session a
Before
he
become®
a
scout
a boy must promise: On my honor I will
Naval Trial Board. His promotions month—the fourth Monday.
The
WITH THE CHURCHES
Bath plays in Togus Sunday ure always very pleasing to his
1925
Cancer is, practically speak1885
do my best:
June session occurs Monday, and
afternoon.
ling, not hereditary.
To
do
my
duty
to
God
and
my
country,
and
to
obey
the
Scout
Law;
friends in this part of the State.
election for Exalted Ruler and Es
The
Gospel
Mission
services
Sun

Rockland Red Cross.
To help other people at all times;
teemed Loyal Knight will be held, and
Emery Barbour has moved Into the
day afternoon is at 2.30; evening at
««*•••••**•*
To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, and morally
other important business handled. A
double ’house, 41 Park street, and
7.15, conducted by Herbert Elwell of
straight.
salmon and green pea supper will he
DE FENCE DAY
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
plans to let furnished rooms.
Tenant’s Harbor.
served at 6.45 o’clock, preceding the
THE SCOUT LAW
On Friday, .June 26, at 4
WALDOBORO, ME.
session.
o’clock In the afternoon this
A Scout is Trustworthy.
The steel celling In the office of the
Morning services will he held as
city
will
be
privileged
to
wit

A scout’s honor is to be trusted. If he were to violate hts honor by
Thorndike Hotel Is being painted.
usual tomorrow at the Congrega
ness a never-to-be-forgotten
Twenty-five local boys journeyed to
Simeon Duncan Is the doctor.
telling a lie, or by cheating, or by not doing exactly a given task, when
tional church.
Mr. Rounds will
BORN
baseball game.
The contest
Hatchet Mountain Camps recently to
trusted on hit; honor, he may be directed to hand over his scout badge.
preach on the subject, "The Searoh
Elwell- -Peak', Inland. June 15, to Mr. and
ing
teams
will
he
the
Rotary
inspect
the
place
and
see
what
Phil
Steamer Westport is at Snow’s
Mrs Bert F. Elwell, a (laughter.
A Scout Is Ixryal.
For Happlnesn’
Benner—Waldoboro, June 15, to Mr. anJ
and Forty Club outfits and the
Jones had on tap for the summer as
yard for a general overhauling, and
He is loyal to all whom loyalty Is due; his scout leader, his home,
■Mrs. Kaljtlt Benner, a daughter.
place
will
be
Community
Park.
a boys’ camp proprietor. They found
the Southport Is on a Bluehill run.
and parents and country.
At the Unlversalist church Sunday ; Bieknell—Rorklainl. at Britt Maternity
Captains A. C. McI.oon and 11.
everything most promising and the
A Stfbut Is helpful.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will preach B«J. Juno 19, to Mr atnl Mrs. Putnam I'
„ Bicknell a son—David Putnam.
E. Lamb have arranged terms
The Jim’s Corner store, which was
location ideal. Mr. Jones made a
He must be prepared at any time to save ilfe, help injured persons,
at 10.30, topic Enemies At Home.______________
and
handicaps
so
that
the
battle
damaged by fire some weeks ago, and
jovial host and the entertainment in
and share the home duties. He must do at least one good turn to
The music Includes the authems "Sing I
must be close.
Full particu
which is used as a, brunch-store by
cluded swimming, games and a fine
MARRIED
somebody 'every day,
Unto Gods,” by Schenecker; and »o
lars will be published in the
Gray-Cray--4loektMut. June 14, by Itev. J
Mitchell & dtanlett, Is being repaired.
luncheon.
A Scout Is Friendly.
Bless
the
Lord,"
Ivanhoff.
The
Y. P. N. Palmer. Jtostvell F Gray ami Mra. Route
Tuesday Issue of this paper.
He Is a friend to all and a brother to every other scout.
1. (tray, hoUi of Bo, kport
C. U. meets at 8 o’clock.
The outstanding feature of
Eagle boat No. 42, commanded by
Ciinant-Whltney—Awilt-tun, Jus* It, by Rev
A Scout Is Courteous.
Should next Tuesday prove stormy
the game is that every last pen
OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING
Edward Stanwood, Jr., was In port
Mr Emerson, Charles H 4'onunt of Warren
the expedition of letter men of the
He Is polite to all, especially to women, children, old people, and
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scientist,
and
Jennie R. Whitney of Appleton.
ny of the proceeds will be de
Thursday night with Massachusetts
Rockland High 'School to Hatchet
the
weak
and
helpless.
He
must
not
take
pay
for
being
helpful
or
Cedar
and
Brewster
streets.
Sunday
tbSiliMSon-LIHby- -Rnekland, June 12. by Rev.
AND BRAZING
voted toward the paying for the
Naval Reserves on board.
Mountain Camp will be postponed un
courteous.
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub-i B. B. Browne. Milton Robinson and Miss
extra piece of fence Installed
Jeanette Libby, both of Warren.
DENTS
TAKEN OUT OF CAR
til Thursday due to the Bangor pil
A Scout Is Kind.
ject of lesson sermon, "Is the Uni
at the Park.
Only a modest
Rhama Philbrick, who was Injured
grimage of Wednesday.
It should
He
is
a
friend
to
animals.
He
will
not
kill
nor
hurt
any
living
verse,
including
Man,
Evolved
by
BODIES
entrance fee will be charged,
at the Maine Central station Tues
DIED
be borne In mind that Director Jones'
Atomic Force?” Sunday school at
creature needlessly but will strive to save and protect all harmless life.
that the crowd may be large.
Fph am— -Union, June 15, John F. Upham,
day, while helping unload a car. was
Invitation includes letter men of evA Scout Is Obedient.
12, The reading room is located In aged 67 years
able to be at his place of business
y age. There is one vacany at the
the new Bicknell block and is open
He obeys his parents, scoutmaster, patrol leader, and all other duly
/esterday.
the Hatchet Mountain Boys’. Camp
CARD OF APPRECIATION
constituted authorities.
every week day from 2 to 5 p. m.
Herbert E. Higgins Is duly proud for the summer,
The Rockland Hl ph School Athletic As
• • • •
A 'Scout Is Cheerful.
ROCKLAND
632-4 MAIN ST.,
sociation wishes to express Its appreciation
Mr. Moulden has moved from the of his adopted son, Herbert E. Good
Episcopal church: -Sunday, at St. of the efforts of the Forty dub and other
74S77
He smiles whenever he can. His obedience to orders is prompt and
Make house, corner of North Main win, who has just completed his first
Peter’s, holy communion at 7.30 and friends In its behalf.
A get-to-gether of all R. H. S. letter
cheery. He never shirks nor grumbles at hardships.
and Cottages treets Into the house term of school with a perfect rank
at 10.30 with sermon. At Thomaston
A Scout Is Thrifty.
on Bunker street recently vacated by card. The youngster was a pupil in men of all times will be held Tuesday
evening prayer at 7.30. Wednesday,
day afternoon at Hatchet Mountain
He
does
not
wantonly
destroy
property.
He
works
faithfully,
wastes
Harold Philbrook.
the Crescent street let Grade, where
Nativity of St. John Baptist, holy
imp In Hope with Phil Jones as
nothing, and makes the best use of his opportunities. He saves Ms
Miss Eva M. Childs has closed her
communion at the church, Thomaston,
host and an afternoon of sports
money so that he may pay his own way, be generous to those in need,
The annual field day and past first term of school.
swimming and mass games In pros
at 10 a. ni. St. Peter’s Guild meets
and helpful to worthy objects. He may work for pay but must not
potentates’ ceremonial session of
at the rectory Thursday at 2 o'clock.
receive tips for courtesies or good turns.
Kora Temple will be held in Lewis
Steamer J. T. Morse had three cap pect. led by the director. Everey ”R'
A Scout Is Brave.
Friday evening the Girl’s Friendly and
ton July 10. A clambake at Lake tains within a space of 48 hours this man, old or young, 19-25 or 1895, Is
holr practice In parish room at 6.45
He has the courage to face danger hi spite of fear and has to stand
Grove will lie one of the entertain week. On her way to Portland sub welcome. If you have a car drive It
>. m.
up for the right against the coaxings of friends or the Jeers or threats
ment features.
stituting for the Brandon, she was to Postoffice Tuesday at 2 o'clock
of enemies, and defeat does not down him.
commanded by Capt. W*. F. Lake- also take a picnic lunch.
At the Littlefield Memorial church
A Scout Is Clean.
There will be a cabaret and sup man, who was relieved at Portland
Sunday morning at 10.30 Pastor Stu
How greatly the music contributes
He keeps clean in body and thought, stands for clean speech, clean
Can now be obtained of the following dealers:
per at the Congregational vestry by Capt. Call in order that he might
art’s sermon subject will be “Posses
sport, clean babies, and travels with a clean crowd.
next Thursday.
The
committee take command of the Brandon. Ar to the enjoyment of a picture Is il
lustrated
by
the
group
of
southern
A
Scout
Is
Reverent.
sions
We
Fail
To
Possess.
”
Bible
having this affair In charge is mak riving at this port Capt. Everett L.
Appleton, Maine
JOHNSON & MINK,
school at close of morning service
He Is reverent toward God. He is faithful in his religious duties and
•ing special plans to make this event Thompson took command of the melodies with which Mr. O’Hara ac
A«h Point, Maine
C. E. CURTIS,
and the subject is "Peter Delivered
respects the conviction of others in matters of custom and religion.
a Itrilliant affair.
Morse.
The Morse is now running companies “The Dixie Handicap," be
Cantden, Maine
ELWELL’S GARAGE,
ing shown at the Strand today
From Prison.” Dwight Mosher will
on the Bar Harbor route. v
Camden, Maine
HOWE'S GARAGE,
These beautiful, familiar airs give :
lead the Christian Endeavor service
The opening game In the Knox
Camden, Maine
MAINE SUPPLY CO,
about
character
development,
which
over,
and
$17,500
Is
a
real
stunt
for
Dr. George Shorkley, ’ttftYnerly of lovely setting to the southern scenes manifests Itself In health, patriotism,
at 6.16.
The topic Is "Life As a
County Twilight League will be
Friendship, Maine
8IMMONS GARAGE,
this
community
to
bite
off
in
one
Hurdle Race." The evening service at
played nt Community Park next Camden, writing to Rockland friends of the picture and redouble the de loyalty, chivalry, efficiency and good
Gtencove, Maine
GLENCOVE GARAGE,
lump, but on every hand there .15 will often with a rousing song
Mr. O’Hara's artistic
Monday evening between Warren from his present home in Mt. Ver light of it.
Rockland, Maine
citizenship.
FIREPROOF GARAGE,
are
certain
tacts
constantly
pro
service. H. G. Kennedy, representa
and the Snipers. The game will be non, Washington, mentions meeting sense and admirable handling of the
Rockland, Maine
FLYE’S GARAGE,
The vital community value of the
Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Lawrence who organ make the theatre a place of Boy Scout movement challenges the claimed which spell success to the tive of the Lord’s Day League For
gin promptly at 6.15 daylight time.
Rockland, Maine
LASSELL’S GARAGE,
push.
The
people
feel
of
Commtini
pecial attraction to surhnter visitors.
Maine
will
speak.
The
choir
will
are motoring through the North
Rockland, Maine
Intelligent understanding of every ty Chest that
ROBBINS GARAGE,
sing morning and evening.
Mrs.
The Veteran Firemen’s Assocla west, enroute to Alaska. They leavRockland, Maine
man and woman of Rockland.
Tj
W. N. BENNER,
It has been a success.
F. B. Gregory will sing at the morn
In the Grade 4 Tyler school. Miss them as they delve deeper Into it
tion voted last night to attend the their car at Vancouver and complete
Rockland, Maine
DOHERTY'S GARAGE,
It did save labor.
ing service and a young ladies' quar
Fourth of July muster In Topsham the trip by water. Dr. Shorkley is Anna Coombs, teacher, Hilda Foster comes the knowledge that it means
Rockland, Maine
PHILBROOK’S GARAGE,
It did save expense.
tet will sing in the evening.
The handtub .Albert R. Havener will a member of the official’reception has been neither absent or tardy foi physical well being, happiness and
Rockland, Maine
S. B. O’BRIEN,
It did save a vast amount of time
be out for trial next Monday even committee of the Grand Command- the entire year of ISO days, Charles practical education.
• • • •
It develops and annoyance.
SNOW-HUDSON CO,
Rockland, Maine
Rev. IL G. Kennedy of Augusta
ing at 7 o'clock on Lincoln street try of -Washington which will oflici Candage has not been absent a day the power of initiative and resource- j it has done its work and has Its
Rockport, Maine
C. E. RHODES MACHINE CO,
and the members are asked to be on ate at the triennial in Seattle in this year, while Lewis Hadley, Lyra fulness and at the same time builds, participants functioning more effl- will speak at the First Baptist church
HARRY SMITH,
South Thomaston, Maine
Sunday
morning
at
10.30.
Sunday
Cook,
and
Clifton
Lewis
have
been
hand. The Maine State Hand Tub July. He suggests if any of the
good citizenship. In a healthful and ciently and at a less expense than
Thomaston, Maine
WEST EN£ GARAGE,
school at the usual hour. At 4 p. m.
Miss Coombs, ill sane way it offsets the disadvantages , ever before.
is holding the Topsham muster!
Camden or Rockland Knights plan absent just one.
BARTER’S GARAGE,
Tenant’s Harbor, Maine
at
present
In
Knox
hospital,
recently
the
young
people
will
hold
a
service
to attend he would be glad to hear
that modern civilization has caused, i
Henry B. Bird was made chairman
M. M. MESSER,
Union, Maine
received a basket of fruit, jelly
What a pity It was Thursday from them in advance.
-Scout craft takes the boy, every of the industrial division; Homer E. at the Rockville church In pluca of
JOHNSTON’S GARAGE,
Washington, Maine
fresh
eggs,
grape-juice,
candy
and
night after the people had enjoyed
hoy not the rich only, but the poor Robinson, George B. Wood, W. D. the regular Christian Endeavor serv
✓
"
R. J. HEALD,
West Rockport, Maine
the graduation in that beautiful as
Oak Grove and Grace street kin cherries from the youngsters. They and the neglected—and brings hint Talbot and others were put on the ice. Herman Hart will lie in charge.
MEDOMAK GARAGE,
Waldoboro, Maine
also
have
been
personally
delivering
sembly hall to turn them out Into
dergartens decided to scramble as
along when he most needs the un- ; vitally important appraising com At 7.30 the pastor will speak on "The
P. R. BOWLEY,
Warren, Maine
rough unliglited yard and let' them well as the boys of the city. And a ice cream every noon for her lunch asked help it gives.
There
it helps the mittee and John M. Richardson was Man Who Fled From God.
CENTRAL GARAGE,
Warren, Mains
stumble their way through darkness scramble It was when at 10.30 In Grade 5, Tyler School, Miss Ellen unguided bay on leaving school to | made chairman of the publicity will be special music by the choir
WARREN GARAGE,
Warren, Maine
across that rough Lincoln street Thursday
morning.
twelve cars Thompson, teacher, Merton Johnson avoid the "blind alley" occupation, I. i committee associated with John New- both morning and evening, and Mrs.
A. M. ROSS,
Lincolnville Center, Maine
concrete. Let's have a light In front filled with 50 kiddies, smiling through and David House were not absent or e., the job that pays a mere teiniror- j man, head of the art division.
Browne will he at the organ, MIbs
Edwin Hall was not absent
of the new sehoolbulldlng If lt’i the rain left kindergarten for Miss tardy.
Hayden being on a vacation.
The
nothing more than a 40-watt bulb.
Wyllle’s farm In Warren. As for but was tardy once during year.. In
Tuesday evening prayer meeting will
delaying the party until a fair day Grade 6, Miss M. Lena Miller, teacher,
be Baptist Night, using Baptist
An examination for State teach
The W. C. T. U. invite those in
The Increasing popularity of the the kiddies rebelled, and so the pro Donald Annis, Clifton Larrabee, Os
hymns and history of Baptist heroes.
ers
’
certificates,
both
elementary
to
picnic
with
them
at
Benner
Hill
Empire pictures draws new patrons cession advanced. At the faint they ar Kackllff and - Francis Jackson and secondary, will be held at the
The Vacation Bible School will open
to that establishment. The offerings reigned until 2 o’clock. Photos were have not been tardy or absent for tho Rockland High School building Fri chape) next Wednesday at 10.80 Monday at 9 o’clock. All children
o
’
clock
or
later.
Those
who
do
not
for next week are: Monday and taken of the group and following year.
day, June 26. The examination will go by auto can take the Highland car between the ages of 4 and 14 are In
Tuesday, Irene Rich and Huntley this the entire party ate together
vited to attend. The annual church
commence promptly at 8.30 a. m.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Gordon in “My Wife and I;’’ Wed for the last time. Fifty nicer kid
On her first trip in the regular Candidates should present them and leave it at Sherer's lane. Those and Sunday school picnic will he held
nesday and Thursday, Mildred -Har dies will never graduate from Rock Portland-Eastport service for the selves promptly at the time set. Ap who desire to ride from car to chapel next Friday afternoon and evening
74-76
can
for
further
Information
tele

ris in "Private Affairs" and Mae land kindergartens and this party Eastern Steamship Lines the steam plication blanks for this examination
at Oakland Park. If stormy, it will
phone 48-4.
Busch in ’*rrifflers;” Friday and Sat proved to be a pleasing cljtnax to a er Brandon, formerly of the Old Do should be filed prior to the time of
be postponed until the following
urday, a great Buck Jones story very happy year.
minion Line, left Portland yesterday examination
and
the necessary
The Daughters of Veterans will Wednesday.
morning
for
Eastport,
Lubec
via
"The Trail Rider."
•»•»
blanks may be secured upon appll give an auction party In G. A. R. hall
Glenwood Gallop of Washington Boothbay Harbor, Friendship and cation to the State Commissioner of next Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock
Sunday morning at the Pratt Me
Boys and girls—the fun begins was arraigned before Recorder Butler Rockland.
The newly conditioned Education, Augusta, Maine.
| All are cordially Invited.
morial M. K. church will he observed
Monday. June 22, 1925 at 9 a. m at yesterday, charged with kidnapping vessel arrived in Portland Thursday
as "Father’s Day,” with the sermon
the First Baptist church. Join the Walter C. Reynolds of Cantden. The night from Boston in charge of Capt
on "Ideal Fatherhood." The musical
Church Vacation School this year testimony divulged the boy asked to Call, who soon afterward left for
program will include
voluntary,
and have a good time marching accompany Gallop to Washington and Rockland with the steamer J.
Allegro Moderato in G, Hosmer, and
singing, learning about the Bible that the latter promised to t/tke hint Morse. Capt. William Lakeman, two
"Meditation,” Armstrong; offertory,
playing, and making what?—post if his parents were willing. The boy pilots, watchman and quarterman
“Igirghetto Pastorale," Harper; and
card baskets, mats, tents, scrap later told him that he had their con
ters, were transferred from the
"Postlude in E Flat,” Maxfield; Lewis
books, pretty articles from paper sent.
Upon motion of County At Morse to the Brandon. More than
Clark at the organ. The subject of
torney Campbell the case was filed $15 ,000 was spent on the Brandon
and all sorts of things. This school
the evening sermon will be "An Ex
Louis and she Is now in fine condition for
free to till boys and girls of the city Tlrrell for the respondent.
ample of Faith,” and the musical
Our Used Cara are changing every day. If the car
Folaey of Camden, charged with sin the summer work. She has a speed
between the ages of 4 and 14.
program will include “Spring Song,
gle sale of a pint of alcohol to Elmer of 15 knots, is an excellent passen
you want isn’t on this list, we may have
Mendelssohn; "Spring Song,” Ash
AH plans are completed for the Prentias of Rockport, was also ar ger carrier, and has also a fine
ford:
"Spring
Song,
”
Lawrence;
it just the same.
Alumni Reception to be held at the raigned before Recorder Butler yes freight capacity. She was built In
’’Offcrtolre,’’ Mlssa; "A Thousand
new High School Monday night terday. Prentiss said he paid $6 for 1910 at Wilmington, Del., and for
Shall Fall,” L. W. -Ti-llard, anthem;
1917 Buick Racer.......................... .......... $ 75.00
AT : :
The reception itself will
start the stuff and It made him deathly merly operated between Norfolk and
"Remember Me, O Mighty Night,"
A fine pro sick—both the price and the liquor Richmond, Va.
promptly at 8 o’clock.
1917 Buick Touring..................... .......... 100.00
Joanna Klnkel, male quurtea, and 3
gram with a universal appeal has Yesterday he had a recurrence of
1917
Hudson Touring................. .......... 125.00
contralto
solo,
"There
Is
a
Green
been arranged and this will be fol nausea, and had to leave the court
That the beautiful customs and
Hill," D. D. Slater, will be sung by
lowed by refreshments. The final room. The case was continued until courtesy of the men who go down to
1920
Nash Touring..................... .......... 200.00
Mrs. Etta Anderson: Postlude, D’Au
hours of the evening will be devoted today that Attorney Emery might the sea in ships has not passed was
1920
Buick Touring..................... .......... 200.00
bel. Sunday school meets at 12 with
to dancing in the new gymnasium bring in another witness for the do proved this morning to hundreds of
classes for all. Epworth League at
Tills is the first “Alumni” to be held fense.
Studebaker Touring.......... .......... 350.00
1921
curious listeners, when the rich
___
4
6.15 and evening service begins at
In the new building and all the old
bass of the steamer Camden's whlsllt
1922
Chevrolet
Sedan................. .......... 350.00
7.15. Prayer meeting Tuesday even
It was the public health note that spoke Its welcoming words, ac
timers as well as the youngsters
ing is at 7.30.
nt
yesterday’s
Rotary knowledge by three courteous notes
should mark the historic occasion by sounded
1924 Chevrolet Coupe............................. 450.00
luncheon, the speakers being Miss from a strange whistle. A moment
their presence.
1923 Dodge Sedan........................ .......... 600.00
A well known Standard Oil publi
Hilda George of Thomaston, Mrs later the soft tenor of the J. T. Morse
Lamb, Red Cross secretary, and Miss drawled its greeting, ’ to be ans
cation recently published a booklet
Hudson Sedan..................... .......... 650.00
1921
of the Maine roast and quite over
Sawyer,
Rockland's
Red
Cross wered by the sweet noted chime
Tho devil has one arm
1923
Hudson
Coach..................... .......... 750.00
looked the section which our read
nurse. Miss George gave a highly whistle of the stranger. -Soon the
around the man who isn’t
ers will agree as being of the great
Informing description of the Indian Southport's vigorous baritone bade
interested in American
It will pay you to buy from a reliable firm
est importance, namely Rockland
of New Mexico, among whom for the the stranger welcome to the waters
Secretary MacDonald promptly took
past year she has done public health of Penobscot Bay, and the steamer
politics.
We Will Trade Your Old Car
the matter up with the publishers, J
work; Mrs. Lamb presented inter Brandon, the new comer on the
Ku Klux Kian.
and received the following answer
estlng details of the institution of Portland-Eastport run, had received
from Fred S. Fales, himself a Rock
which she is an efficient officer; and her romantic due. Thoughtful ears
A White Enamel Top Table, heavy
land product: ’’I fully agree with
Miss Sawyer's story of what is be always note an instance of this
you that one of the finest parts of
ing done in the way of dental and same courtesy when the steamers
Metal. Pure White Enamel, sturdy
the Maine coast has been overlooked
baby clinics was listened to with tire feeling their cautious way to the
710 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL 896
construction.
One large, handy
In the booklet, and had I been on the
deep attention—as indeed were all dock in a thick 'o fog. The steamer's
job, Instead of in far-off foreign
the speakers, to whom hearty ap whistle Is answered each time by
drawer.
Only
...................
...................
hinds, I should have Insisted upon
pin use was given. A telegram was the clanging of the big hell on the
the Inclusion of my native town. I
7-Passenger Buick Sedan read from ffomw E. Robinson, who wharf. This process continues until
have been back so short a time that
Is representing the elult at the in the steamer "makes” the dock, when
Go Anywhere
I have been unable to look into the
i ternatlonal convention In Cleveland comes the three short blasts signify
matter thoroughly, but I Intend to
and a letter of acknowledgment ing that the steamer’s captain no
STAND:
do so, and in the future to stay on
’ from the president of the new club longer need the wharfman’s help and
the job and see that my native heath*
AT WEYMOUTH’S STORE
In Guatamala. Guests at the lunch appreciates Its value.
3I3-3J9 Main St.
L. Marcus.
Tel, 745-J
is not forgotten."
eon were Mrs. Philip A. Jones, John
Howard Stevens and John Howard
OPEN EVERY EVENING
OWL
’
S
HEAD
ROCKLAND,
•
■
MAINE
Arnold Nelson will he employed at
Stevens. Jfr., of Portland Rotary
George
F.
St.
Clair
is
employed
by
the Samoset Hotel this summer.
George H. O'Hara of Boston and
TEL. 156-M.
ROCKLAND

Gold Band Pattern

Decorated Sets

Border Pattern

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

eyeiy grave

AUTOMOBILE
FENDERS

WELDED AND
STRAIGHTENED

I

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

TYDOL ECONOMY GASOLENE

*•»•

VEEDOL HEAT RESISTING OIL

PENOBSCOT BAY OIL COMPANY
Petroleum and Its Products

“USED

NEXT WEEK’S

CARS”

“GUARANTEED”

SPECIAL

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.

PUBLIC CAR

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

A. E. SAUNDERS

W. Fuller. U, S. N.

the -Bancroft Training School.

Every-Other-Day
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♦ PRICE OF IMPATIENCE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When

Plant Diseases and Pests Cost
Farmers and Forest Own
ers Immense Sums.

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

the correct lettere ore placed In the nhlte *;»acr- thia pn.xle
will epell word* both verth-nlly nnd horlxontnlly. The flr„t letter In each
word la indicated bp a number, mblrh refer* In the ileflnlllnn liated brlon
the pttaale.
Thn* No, 1 under the column bended "horizontal" (lefttie*
a word which will fill the white npneen up to the llr*l hlnek
tn the
rlaht. and a nntrher under -verlfral” define* n word which will HII the
white nquarea to thc next black one below.
No letter* an In the blneh
spare*.
All worda uaed are dictionary word*, rxcrpl proper aamea.
Abbreviation*, alana. Initial*, technical term* und obxulete form* ure
Indicated In the definition*.

I

I

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES, INC
TELL HIM NOW

BOSTON and BANGOR LINE
Standard Time

If with pleasure you are viewing

Leave Bangor (daily except Sunday) at 2 P. M., Winterport 2.45 1P. M.,
Bucksport 3.30 P. M., Belfast 5 P. M., Camden 5.45 P. M., Rockland 8 P. M..
due Bouton following morning about 7o'clock Return: Leave Boston 6 P. M.
(.Daylight Saving Time). Leave Rockland (daily except Monday) at 5 A. M.
Camden 5.45 A. M., Belfast 7.15 A. M., Bucksport 8.45 A. M., Winterport
9.15 A. M., due Bangor 10 A. M.

Any work a man is doing,

If you like him, if you love him, tell him now;
Don't withhold your approbation
’Till the parson makes oration
And he lies with snowy lilies o’er his brow.
For no matter how you shout it,
He won't really care about it,
He won't know how many teardrops you have shed;
If you think some praise is due him,
Now's the time to slip it to him,
For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.
More than fame and more than money
Is the comment kind and sunny
And the hearty, warm approval of a friend;
For it gives to life a savor,
And it makes you stronger, braver,
And it gives you heart and spirit to the end.
If he earns your praise bestow it;
If you like him, let him know it;
Let the words of true encouragement be said;
Do not wait 'till life is over.
And he's underneath the clover,
For he cannot read his tombstone when he's dead.
—Michigan Tradesman.

Impatience to make foreign plants
quickly available by Importing them
in quantities Into the United States
BAR HARBOR and BLUE HILL LINES
has resulted In the Introduction of
Leave Rockland (daily except Monday) at 5 A. M.
Returning: Leave Bar
Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill 12.30 P. M. for all landings in each direction.
plant diseases and pests responsible
Sailings daily front* India Wharf, Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
(Daylight Saving Time).
for enormous annual losses to farm
ers. gardeners, forest owners, and to I
PORTLAND-ROCKLAND-EASTPORT LINE
the entire country—losses which will
take only a few years to equal our
Tuesdays and Fridays
s Mondays and Thursdays
war debt. Such drains on the re
(Standard Time)
I
(Standard Time)
sources of the United States con
Lv. Eastport-Lubeo... 6.00 p.m,
IJS-Tortland............... 8.00 a.m.
tinue In spite of heavy expenditures
Lt. Boothbay Harbor.. 11.30 a.rn.
LY,Friendship.......... 2.00 p.m.
for control by the States, the Fed
Wednesdays and Saturdays
LtvRock
ckland.............. 6.00 p.m.
eral Government and Individuals.
Lv. Rockland....................... 6.00a.m.
—
Just now there Is being expressed
Lv. Friendship.......... 8.30 a.m.
Tuesdays and Fridays
Lv. Boothbay Harbor. .11.00 a.m.
a wave of objection to the re
Due Portland ................2.00 p.m.
Due East port-Lubec. .. 4.00 a.m.
strictions and safeguards on the en
try of plants enforced by the United
RlNSO, thenewkindofsoap,
States Department of Agriculture
does the wonders for the
for the purpose of excluding new and
weekly wash that Lux does
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS
additional plant enemies. This ap
Vinalhaven and Rockland
for your fine things. You
pears to be based on a failure to
Steamboat Co.
Two
score
and
four
years
ago
to

don
’
t
have
to
stand
over
appreciate the risk from the freer the importation of these plants In
day (June 17) 1 paid my first visit to
entry of such plants and an unwill huge tubs would mean bringing Into
the tubs while it washes.
The direct route between
the Hub of the Universe.
I have a
ingness to wait the few years nec the United States many tons of soil
Gently, safely it loosens
very distinct recollection of it. Dad’s ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
essary for them to become avail containing possibly many hibernat
VEN, STONINGTON ANO SWAN‘8
all the dirt—does the hard
diary proves it.
able under the safer methods of In ing European pests, such, for ex
ISLAND
•Friday. June 17, 1881. Willie and
work of washing by itself.
troduction authorized by the de ample. as the Japanese beetle, the al
Allie left home this morning—-Will for
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
You do just the lighter work
partment.
falfa weevil, and various cutworms
Providence and Allie for Poughkeep
In effect June I, 1925
of rinsing. That’s why it’s
The price we are paying for such . and wlreworms. Some of these ;iests
By NELLIE MAXWELL
sie, N. Y», to go to school.”
(Subject to change without notice)
impatience in the past can be best ajrea(jy introduced are now taking
called Rinso.
The 17th of June was just as good
VINALHAVEN LINE
Illustrated by a few examples.
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from
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the Oriental fruit worm. This pest
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Hot Weather Drinks, delicious, re
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en eastern States and with wide
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Chop Tea, Iced. Rumford Ginger
protection which this system is giv
BATTERY STORAGE AND
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foothold in the South and Middle ing the country from new pests will with chopped nuts and serve with ence Monthly for June. For such
any desired dressing. The prunes predictions, he adds, are really Infer Ale. Za Rex.—adv.
Betntlon will appear la next Isaac. 63— Termination
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West, promises to be one of the most be evident to anyone who will ex may be stuffed with nuts, cheese or
ences drawn from observations of
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atmosphere,
inasmuch
as
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This salad is especially nice with appearacne of the sky and of the
importation prior to the enforce
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heavenly
bodies
depends
upon
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etc. No efficient* remedy for this
Solution to Thursday’s Puzzle
Southern Onion and Apple Salad. mospheric conditions.
record of interception and exclus
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
pest has been found, and it now
y fjjROPE RN ^CGURSIONS
ion of pests under the existing sys —Take a mild large onion, cut it
For example, a red morning sun
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
tl
threatens losses which may soon
Into very thin slices, then into dice; implies a moist atmosphere, and
tem.
PARTS
total millions of dollars annually.
Just now our bulb enthusiasts may- mix with finely diced, good-flavored rain may he expected later in the
Willingness to have spent a few well exercise a little patience during apple; add a good salad dressing
By adding thi3 equipment to our
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the
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a
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years in developing such trees by the the short period when the restricted and serve on lettuce. In any such
By Edwin Rotrrt Pet re
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safer
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the
propagation
from
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station this sido of Boston.
Where the Sun Lights a Cigar and
abundance. By so doing they will
would have closed the door of op cooperate with the department in dressing. Large chunks of apple, or within the coming 24 hours is im Mrs.Ashcroft’s Remarkable
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probable.
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the
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Wo do everything
of
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are
never
portunity to this pest.
Same Hour.
the effort to save the country from
but paint your car
Recovery After Taking
Citrus canker, one of the most new crop enemies—such, for ex well marinated, neither do they look along the western horizon Is yel
lowish or greenish, It means that the
Enthusiasts would no doubt come
theatening diseases of citrus fruits ample. as the Japanese beetle, intro appetizing.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
(©. 1925, Western Newspaper Union.)
next day will be fair. But if at eve
to Switzerland to skate or ski.
introduced on plants of the trifoliate duced with the Japanese iris, and
ning
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sky
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overcast
with
a
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Vegetable Compound
wherever Ice and snow could be
orange, would very possibly not European wlreworms, eelworms, bulb
found, even were lt beneath cold
Covington, Ky.—"I was so weak and
have obtained entry if our horti - flies, and many other pests which of one crate in a thousand—an ex form gray, the atmosphere far aloft
gray skies, surrounded by dull or In
culturists and others had been will are constantly being brought in amination made chiefly to determine Is saturated with moisture and the nervous I could hardly do my house
different scenery, but while we can
work as I could not
ing to take a year or two to develop with bulbs and bulbous roots. It the class of bulb concerned in the next day is likely to he rainy.
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
The old saying, “Rain before sev
The findings actually
skate, or curl, on perfect ice. In
stand because of
supplies of the plant for hedges or may be noted also that our knowl shipment.
ROCKLAND. ME.
en.
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dazzling warm sunshine, beneath a
the bearing-down
other purposes by easy nursery edge of the pest risk with bulbs, and
11-S-tf
sky of Tyrrhenian blue, and amidst
pains in my back
methods from stock already abund the Narcissus bulb is the chief of are, therefore, mere indications of the scientific fact that ah early
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by
taking
the noblest mountains of Europe,
the
numbers
of
pests
entering
in
the
and
abdomen.
I
antly available in this country. fender, is based on an examination
not only enthusiasts, but all the
water out of it and cleans it of dust.
groat hulk of bulb imports.
sat down most of
Yielding to the factors of haste and
DR. T. L. McBEATH .
world and his wife naturally flock,
MATINICUS
Likewise, there Is truth in the old
the time and did
cheapness introduced a disease into
and will continue to flock to Switz
what
I
could
do
in
proverb,
"A
red
sun
has
water
in
Osteopathic Physician
Matinicus must be having" a boom Florida and the Gulf States which
thatway-aswasherland, for a share In the wonder
his eye,” for when the air is charged
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
or sump’n. New stores, new wharves, has already cost some $20,000,000 in
ing dishes, etc.
and delight of such glorious days.
heavily
with
dust
particles
that
Telephon, 136
Federal and State expenditures and
One day a book de
It has taken the world just thirty gasolene tanks, etc., are springing up
have
become
laden
with
moisture,
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It is ex in the value of orchards and nur
scribing
Lydia
E.
years to become convinced that over night, so jto speak.
Graduate
of
American 8chool of
we see the sun as a fiery red hall,
series burned to the ground in an
Pinkham’s medi
snow, frost and low temperatures in pected that Sears. Roebuck Co. will
Osteopathy
obviously suggesting a damp atmos
effort to eradicate the disease, and
cines was put in
the high Alps do not, in fact, mean soon establish a plant here.
phere and promising rain.
Miss Gladys Young, a student at this work is not finished.
a feeling of cold. Mr. Neville Lyt
The appearance of the moon de my mail-box. 1 saw how the Vege
DR. JAMES KENT
ton, writing recently in the "Na Bridgton Academy, is the first of the
pends largely on conditions of the table Compound had helped others so
tion,” tells of making a sketch at an local girls to return home for the
atmosphere, and there Is much wis 1 gave it a trial. I had to take about
The Department of Agriculture, 35
Osteopath
i dozen bottles before I gained my
altitude of 6,000 feet "when the cold summer vacation. The others will years ago, Imported some young date
dom in the simple lines:
strength but I certainly praise this 38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
was sufficiently great to cause my soon arrive to “brighten the corner plants from North Africa. These
"The pale moon doth rain,
medicine. Then I took Lydia E. I’inkwater coulour washes to freeze as where they are.” Then, and not ui>- proved to be infested with two date
Teleonone 323
36-tf
The red mono doth blow,
The white moon doth neither rain nor snow," ham’s Blood medicine for poor blood.
I laid them on the paper; but al til then, will the old island seem to scale insects then unknown to the
A clear or white moon Is common I was cold all the time. I would bo
though the sketch took an hour and have emerged from its winter seclu specialists. An effort was made,
a half to complete. I never once felt sion.
ly understood to give warning of so cold I could hardly sit still and in Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
thought to have been successful at
DENTIST
a shiver and my hands were as
frost, and with good reason, since the palms of my hands there would bo
If you want to get a rise out of our the time, to clean these plants by
drops of sweat. 1 also used the San
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSI8
warm as could be." His is but an leading merchant ask him if he has repeated washings, and sprayings.
the earth's surface heat radiates
ative Wash and I recommend it also.
experience well known to all visit cigarettes for sale.
rapidly into a cloudless night sky.
Above Iluston-Tuttle Book Store
Nevertheless, they were the means
You may publish this letter and I will
/yjjou, just
luou just
ors to the Alps in winter. It Is re
Other old sayings in which there gladly answer letters from women and ________ ROCKLAND, ME.
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for instance, that after lunching one
clares are:
Welt.
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icines.”—Mrs. Harry Ashcroft,632
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Miss Fuller closed school here Fri
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day after a successful term. The
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tion to conserve the interests of thc very
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everything
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tention Its Importance deserves by suit
ing of many of her water color pic
measured out to him and he disposed story of the chestnut disease.
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severe cases ot constipation and the
tures at greatly recfuced prices.
of it without the flicker of an eye
and pray.”
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As a final and very common illus
doses may be gradually reduced as
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lash, while the others looked on in tration, the department recently was
Now, therefore, public notice is hereby
Nature resumes her proper functions.
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10,000.000 bottles used annually prove
hearing at its office in the new office building,
Piano Tuner
j stakeholder, “the money’s yours, but thority to import, for the embellish
its effectiveness.
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boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. \/
ELECTRIC LAMP8 AND
ordinary human life, the owner did
see if I could do it.”
an opportunity to be heard
L R. CAMPBELL
PKPSIN SYRUP COMPANY
TAKE
SUPPLIES
FRANK A PEABODY,
Little question for today: Who not want to wait 50 years to secure
Monticello,
Illinois
Chairman.
MCtlwmissreiiprepsDi
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
Attorney At Law
THOMASTON, MAINE
plants
of
similar
size
and
magnlflput the “cuss” in Matinicus?
CHARLES H. INNES.
SOLD DDRUOGISTS EVERYWHERE Junel3 18-20
178 MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND.
ToftS-tt
State Highway Commission.
cance, But he failed to realize that
Cael.

aqttnre

,
1
I

wMa}1
rinse day.

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD

B

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

WOMAN SO ILL
WASHED DISHES
SITTING DOWN

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

<K

JVOT

CONSTIPATION
means SICKNESS

SYRUP PEPSIN
Laxative

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
w. P. STRONG

CHICHESTER S PILLS
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FRUIT AND HAY

WALDOBORO
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Albert Benner is at home from
Mrs Albert Thurston was in Ap
Philadelphia.
pleton last week as the guest of her Apple Blossom Period Mod
Miss Doris Snell of Corinna is thc
daughter, Mrs. Haymond Maddoeks.
guest of Miss Vera Patterson.
erately Favorable — Hay
Mr. 'and. Mrs. Fred Gray an<J son
Rev. Herbert F. Milligan, Mrs. Mil
Jesse of Auburn were weekend
Acreage Reduced.
ligan and two daughters of Portland
ONE OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TAI KS
guests of her sister, Mrs. W. O.
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION were at Fred W. Scott’s Monday.
Luce.
Tra.r Aid*., Bangor
Cot. 1901
Mrs. Ferris Thomas of Norton,
John Luce and son Leroy and Mrs. I Numerous «reports to thc New Eng- Ea.f.rnFidelity
Blag., Portland
Martha Sherman were In Round ,s*nd C'',p Re',ort
Service from
Mass., is the guest of her parents,
No high sounding promt***, but conPond Sunday as the guests of Fred th.e .f,ui‘ /row.er’
^‘l,
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Bond.
al.t.nt and continuous needed eervlce
whole the apple blossom period was night and day, everywher* In New
Dr. and Mrs. T. F. Turner were
Luce.
moderately favorable.
It was long, England and New Jareey.
in Portland last week.
B. L. Thurston was In New Harbor
gotogee. 300 attorney ot yoar coll.
some days bright, bees and winds IdOO
Mrs. Roscoe Benner and Mrs. IIarAo charge beyond annual fee of 310.
last week as the guest of G. V,'. Hall.
helped distribute the pollen, but May
Office* In Boston, Portland, Bangor,
o'ld Perry were in Rockland Wednes
Mrs. W. <>. Luce nnd d (lighter
brought several frosty nights and Mancheeter, Worcester, Springfield,
Gertrude, Mrs. Martha Sherman and
day.
rather heavy frost was general Hartford, New Haven and Providence.
George Kuhn is at home for vaca
Robert Esancy were In Belfast last
Protect Yourself, Your WH* and Family
around May 26.
For the most part
tion from the Fessenden School for
week.
summer and fall apples blossomed
Mary Maddoeks was In Washing
Boys, which he attends in West New
more heavily than winter varieties.
ton last week as the guest of her Baldwins which make up nearly half
ton, Mass.
SPRUCE HEAD
brother, Arial Linscott.
The last stated meeting of Wiwurna
Mr. and Mrs. Bert F. Elwell of
the entire crop mostly gave a light
Mr. and Mrs. George Norwood of bloom, but market a fair to good crop. Peak’| Island are receiving congrat Chapter for this season will be held
Rockland was the guest of her par Rainfall to date has been sufficient ulations on the birth of a little Tuesday. Plans will be made for
ents. Mr. ^nid Mrs. Albert Thurston for apples.
local field day and for Lincoln County
The present outlook is daughter which arrived Monday.
Sunday.
Mrs. M. W. Simmons and Mrs. E. field day.
good throughout New England but
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Morang of Ap seems somewhat better in Maine than V. Shea were recent visitors at Rock
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Rice of Mel
pleton were the guests of her par elsewhere.
rose, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
This good start by no land.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Luce Sun- mcarw insures a big. crop because
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Cleveland of ] Mrs. W. A. White.
ay.
Miss Maerice Benner of Lewiston
many adverse influences have yet to Camden spent Saturday with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Luce and chil register their effects upon it.
| was in town Monday.
Cleveland's father, O. T. Mann.
dren were in Rockland .Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Mayo of Roches
Mrs. Frank Wall spent Sunday with
Peaches in New Hampshire, Massa
Mrs. Lerfty Luce of Union and Mrs. chusetts, Rhode Island and Connect her daughter Mrs. Cleveland Harvey ter, N. Y„ were here Tuesday on their
.eroy Light of Washington were icut promise about 75 percent of a at Rockland. ’
| way to their camp at Martin’s Point.
guest* of Mrs. John Luce Sunday.
crop and pears are generally good,
The Sunday Sohool elected thrso
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark have
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth while the small fruits seem to prom officers Sunday afternoon: Superin been spending a week in Laconia,
ere In Washington Sunday, guests ise well in most places.
Home gar tendent, Mrs. Ella Cook; secretary. I jj. 11
of her mother, Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
dens and truck crops show the bad Alice Simmons; treasurer, Maude
Mrs. Berne Mitchell was in Sanford
I
effects of so much cold windy, dry Shea. Teachers, Bible class, Mrs. W. I |aS( week.
weather.
L. Williamson; intermediate, Rev. H.
Fred W- Matthews of Exeter, N. 11.
EAST UNION
Hay acreage Is reduced about 1V4 R. Winchenbach; primary, Caskielena ha„ bcen in town a few (layH
A picnic was held on Sandy Beach
Elwell.
I Carroll T. Cooney and family of
by teacher and pupils last Saturday percent from last year in northern
New England, but is practically unSunday preaching service at 1.30 I \;ew York arrived at their home here
t the close of a successful term of
Sunday school fol- Tuesday for the summer.
school taught by Miss Ruth Moody changed in the three southern states, standard time.
Condition of the crop June 1 was lowing.
A social and praise service
Mr an(J Mrs Verne Aehorn of
of Warren.
average or better In New Hampshire will be held in the evening at 7 o'clock Thomaston bave been guests of Mr
Mrs. Ernest Brown is visiting her and Vermont, but 4 to 6 points under Mrs. W. L. Williamson leader.
1 Winfield Davis.
sister for a few days In Camden.
average elsewhere and for the United I Ross Elwell of Wiscasset and Mrs.
Mrs. B. G. Miller and Miss Mary
tirevis Payson after being con States. Pastures, due to cold, frosts, Edith Averill of Thomaston were
j f are
,he mont„
fined to the house several days, owing and dry weather are under average guests of Capt. and Mrs. 1' reeman El- 1
with Mrs. Miller's parents in Fort
to sickness, Is able to be out again.
throughout New England, except in well Saturday.
Pluto Courtesy Mtruell and Chrysler Motor Corporations
Miss Annie Going has returned New Hampshire, where they are I Mr. and Mrs. George Elwell of Vi- Fairfield.
Ernest Boggs has been appointed
rom Belfast and will spend the sum above average.
’
I nalhaven spent the weekend with
on Route 4 to fill the
'
A IVor Id Fatuous Sthlue
mer at her old home here.
Oats are the main crop grown here I Capt. and Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
. mail carrier
.
Eugley
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Torrey of Cam and show the following increases in I The Community Circle was held in I P,acc »( the Ia,e •'re<i
, 1VERYONE
who goes to Paris trian statue stands before the Hotel
den Spent Sunday with friends at this acreage over last year: Maine 10 per- Community hall this week.
,
•
°dd Fellows will give a sup
makes it a point to see the Regina, which was used by the
cent: New Hampshire 8 percent; Ver-I The Community Circle will have 1 l’er in their dining hall Ihursday
place.
famous statue of St. Joan of American Red Cross during the war
Quite a number from here attend mont 6 percent; Massachusetts and one of their famous suppers at Com- June 25- The public are cordially
Arc, by Fremiet (1899) in the small • as headquarters, and is known to
I Invited,
ed the exercises of the graduating i hode Island 3 percent; Connecticut munity hall Wednesday, June 24.
Place de Rivoli. This gilded eques- hundreds of Americans.
percent.
This Increase Is doubt- I Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Elwell were I Mr. and Mrs. I’. B. Stinson of Wis
class of the Union High School
s due to some decrease in potato I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Elwell |easset spent Sunday with Dr. and
Thursday evening.
acreage and to the move for more on an auto ride to Swan Lake Sun- I Mrs. G. H. Coombs,
Mcdomak Lake. There were 26 pres
WASHINGTON
home grown feeds in view of high day.
The local drive for the American
The weather was ideal and
SOUTH BELFAST
prices for feeds shipped in.
I B. T. Fales was a business visitor Legion Endowment Fund resulted in
Evening Star Grange met In regu ent.
everybody
had
a
wonderful
time,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Brann
of
Au

What acreage though small shows I to Rockland Tuesday.
I a collection of $2W.l5. Much credit
lar session June 13 witli worthy mas
ter Jesse Overlook in chair. There There were games, boating and gusta were callers at Mr. and Mrs. a 75 percent increase in Maine with I Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Williamson en- I is due Arthur M. Chute and Rev. Guy
bathing
and
a
delicious
lunch
was
Fred Herrick»’s. George Rideout of a total of around 10,000 acres and a I tertained friends from Union Sunday. I McQuaidee who did all the soliciting.
was a good attendance and an inter
As it was Mrs. Mary Augusta has come to spend the 10 percent gain In Vermont with
esting program. Mr. and Mrs. H. M. served.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Leighton, They In turn wish to thank the peoMitchell’s birthday she w.as pre summer at Mr. Herrick’s.
around 4,000 acres. Barley is a ml- I Claude and Mr. and Mrs. Karl Leigh- pic of Waldoboro for making tlie rePoland of Rockport were present.
sen
ted
by
Miss
Evelyn
Sukeforth
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Bennett nur crop but shows some gain in lon °f Camden picnicked at Spruce suit possible.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Vanner of Bos
| Head Sunday and Cassie called on I Crosby K. Waltz has been at home
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker ol acreage where raised.
ton have been visiting relatives at with a beautiful bouquet of roses.
Sandy Point were In town calling on
Razorville the past week.
Mrs. N. P. Hull, A. W. Grant and from Quincy, Mass.
With Mrs
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crooker of
APPLETON
I Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
I Waltz he attended the graduation ex
STONINGTON
Mrs. Ivan Bartlett has returned
; Miss Helen Meservey was waitress crcises uf ,be ,.!ass ot 1925, Lincoln
Boston were visiting at Mrs. Nellie
Edith Gray, daughter of Capt. and from a visit in Nova Scotia.
■N
Conant-Whitney
| at the opening of the Fry Tea Room | Academy, of which their daughter,
Crooker’s recently.
Charles H. Conant of Warren and at Thomaston.
Miss Lydia Herrick has arrived
Milton Sprague of Winslow’s Mills Mrs. Harry Gray, and Ruth Filield
Miss Mildred, is a member.
David Mann is home from the S. S.
was a caller at Mrs. Mary Poland’s of Portland, formerly of this town home to spend two weeks’ vacation Miss Jennie M. Whitney, daughter ol
Miss Felice Perry of Rockland has
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. Whitney of Boston for a few days.
Mr. and been a recent guest at John IL Milreceived their B. A. degree at Colby with her parents.
Sunday.
Mrs. Fred Herrick and Agnes Appleton, were married Friday at the Mrs. Mann are at Mrs. A. M. Burtonia. Jer’s.
The village school closed June 13 College this week. Both were grad
H. R. Waldron and Mrs. Cassie I
after a successful year taught by uated from the same class in Ston Wight are spending a few days at Baptist parsonage at Appleton by
Rev. W. R. Patterson motored to
Rev. Mr. Emerson. The groom was McLeod were guests of Mrs. A. J.
inglon High School.
Northport at the former cottage.
Mrs. Clara Overlook.
Machias last week and returned Wed
a
World
War
veteran,
serving
Over-1
Wilson
Sunday.
Miss
Ruth
Wight
visited
in
North
Evelyn Ludwig is hor% from
Miss Alma Wood has gone vo Bos
nesday, accompanied hy his son
seas one and a half years. The brid<
Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Smith of |
Burkettville recently,
Pittsfield where she has been attend to/i for a surgical operation.
Weslcy, who has been teaching there
Is
one
of
Appleton
’
s
finest
young
woTroy,
N.
Y„
are
at
their
Pleasant
Joel
Wood
has
recently
bought
a
ing school.
Miss Mary Wood has returned
this year.
men, very domestic and home loving I Beach cottage for the summer,
new Reo truck.
Mrs.
Nellie
Crooker,
Harvey from a visit at North Haven.
Miss Elizabeth Rines of Warren is
having
spent
the
most
of
her
life
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilbur
Thurston
and]
Moores and Mrs. Nellie • l’aul have
The ladles of the West Northport
Leah Thurlow is visiting her
visiting relatives in town.
with
her
parents
on
thc
farm.
The
daughters
Mrs.
William
Gleason
and
Farm Bureau will hold a health
had electric lighting plants installed grandmother, Mrs. W. S. Thurlow.
The Star Club met this week with
young couple will make their home family of Union and Mr. and Mrs.
in their homes recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Torres’s Sun meeting June 23 in the afternoon.
Mrs. S. H. Weston.
Next week's
in
Pleasantville,
Warren.
They
11.
E.
Starrett
of
Warren
were
weekRoad Commissioners W. W. Light day school classes went to Ocean
have the best wishes of their many end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralpn |meeRllB
’1C held with Mrs. Isaand Fred Sukeforth are having the jille on a picnic Wednesday »■
MATINICUS ROCK
dore HolTses
friends for a happy wedded life.
| K Spear at thc Century.
roads put in shape for the summer
Herbert Warren who hurt his
Masonic Sunday will he observed
Colds are in vogue at present.
Mrs. C. N. Robinson and son Elmer
travel, a big share of them are be knee badly Wednesday is hoing at
Rev. Mr. Guptill of the Sea Coast
of White Heath light station were tomorrow at the Baptist church
ing resurfaced. When completed tended hy I)r. Clarke of Ellsworth.
APPLETON
RIDGE
Mission
visited
us
Wednesday
guests of Mrs. Charles Burke Wed- Ring Solomon’s Lodge will attend the
they will be in condition to rank well
School closed Tuesday after a nesday.
services in a body.
Senator and Mrs. P. T. Clarke morning.
with thc best gravelled rc^ids in the
Mrg. Harley Burton was in RockMrs. Hamblen and Mrs. .Power:
The Young People’s Society of
Capt. Dunn from U. S. C. G. Sta term of 12 weeks, which closes a
State.
Christian flndeavor are making plan
Miss Thelma Benner of Liberty is were in Northeast Harbor Wednes tion. White Head, called here re very successful year’s work under ]and Monday,
the leadership of Mrs. Elizabeth
for a lawn party to be held June 2
nt guest at the home of her uncle. day to attend the graduation'of the! cently.
On
Wednesday
Arthur
nephew.
on the church grounds. Today the
Steamer Hibiscus came to this sta Sprowl.
Earl Boynton.
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
society will hold a picnic at the Jef
Capt. Lawrence Gross of steam tion Wednesday morning and Mr. Sprowl with his truck took the
Thc church Guild met June 17 with
All
those
receiving
four
A
’
s
for
the
whole school and some of the moth
ferson Tea Room grounds.
Mrs. Ida Hatch and Mrs. Ruth Suke- yacht “Naranda” and wife of New Sampson, assistant superintendent ers
to the Bean shore of Sennebec I ter-.m *n
George High School are
The players who presented
forth for an all-day picnic at Mrs. London, Conn., are visiting relatives inspected.
Where is summer? We are watch pond where a very enjoyable dayP\^° Lampinen, Elwyn Tabhutt, Noble Outcast” so successfully last
Sukeforth’s camp -on the shore of in town.
was
spent.
A
bountiful
lunch
was
p'ilho
Elgland,
Myron
Hupper,
Bering for the Iceberg which must be
month will give the play next Friday
served at noon, consisting of assortGardiner, lEtyzabeth JPikkar- evening in Lincoln hall, Damarl
near here.
ed
sandwiches
and
cakes,
cookies.I
a
*
nen
»
Maurice
Bickmore,
Cecil
AnovuiL<l
L1IC WIIC1IL
lIIC VTVII11
The showers of the first of the
scotta, for the benefit of the Gymna
week were very acceptable for the salad, pickles and lemonade. On l’r®ws- Geo,'K* 1,unn; H1|Ja KulJu. 17ium"''und‘ forTincoln" Academy.'
supply of water for the dwellings their return they stopped at M. M.|«°“n Stein, Emily Morris, Gertrude1
Brown’s store at the village where Kulju, Annie Dunn, Freeman Clifford,
was quite scant at that time.
WEST ROCKPOR'
Weston Ames. Mrs. Ames and son the teacher treated them all to ice bind Donald Cameron. Those receiv
of Matinicus with guests, .Mr. and cream. Those not absent for thel Ing three A's, one B are: Elmer Win-1 The funeral services of the late
. __
—
-- a
...
/~41. m.. n l c* a ~ l
I <»*1 II' IT1 (./-.(.nt ♦ 1U.1 I * 17a __ 1. _ tat,... I t — —™ II 1 .1 ,
.....
i_ . 1 .1 ... . 1.
Mrs. Taylor of Albion, made calls term were Chrystal Stanley and Ce-lvapaw. Everett Watts, Evelyn Mor-I James Walden were held nt the
cella Whitney. Ruth Moody won in ris and Everett Torrey. Those re-I church Monday afternoon. Rev. <).
here Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Austin B. Beal and Miss the flower and bird contest. Three reiving special honors are; Bertram W. Stuart of Rockland officiating,
Mary Peabody enjoyed a pleasure boys have completed the work In I Gardner. Myron Hupper, John Stein. I Mr. Walden, who was a well known
Robert Perry, Nelson I Emily Morris, Elizabeth Pikkarainen. veteran of the Civil War. spent the
trip to Matinicus last Saturday af this school.
Moody and
Truman Brown. Robert Those having perfect attendance are: greater part of his life in this town,
ternoon.
and Nelson
will goto HigliSchool I Ruth Procter. Alvertle Morris, EIiner|Rut for thc past few years he has
this fall.
I Wincapaw, Charles Stone, Emily
*n ,’T°ritla. On the death of his
SOUTH WARREN
Arthur Grover and Vivian Bartlett I Morris, Gertrude Kulju.
"ife a year ago he came to Camden
Mrs. Jane Jones is visiting her of Rockland were recent guests at B.
That
where lie spent tlie slimmer. He rcson Alpheus in Thomaston.
L. Whitney’s.
—
.
,
8
turned to tlie Soutli In .he fall only
Miss Mildred Edgecomb visited)
M harbor Is still on the map I to come back to Camden in February
Elliott Copeland, a student in the
"mi >e pves n
Improvements, as I and ren)aine(i there until ills death.
U. of M., is home for the summer
..... ...... ....c
Pitman and "... e seeP w',en y°u come Into the h« is survived by one son Gershom
vacation.
?Ke un<! are Breeted by the new ^Vaiden of Camden, two daugliters,
E. C. Cutting, who has been spend children and C. F. Newbert were in
Welcome Sign at Ihe entrance.
An Clcment Wa|den ot Camden and Mrs.
ing a vacation of two weeks with his
object to he obtained must have a Bertha Merrifield of Hope.
j parents, has returned to New York
Through tlie Instigation o'
Mrs. Julia Heald of Camden, Mrs.
L. b. Wood has gone to Kingfleld
Mrs. Ernest^Bawiey aided by wiiling Mary Carroll and Miss Wilma Caito attend the graduation of his
,,
, .
’n t*lc roll of Glencove were guests of Mrs.
sister from Farmington Normal
welfare of the community, the sign A A. ,clal k Wednesday.
School.
NORTH APPI CTON
I '
,een FaPedMiss Florence West is occupying
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Milliken of
rxUJlX I tl ArrLL I UIN
Many hands make light work, is a | ber bouse here.
Farmington and Mrs. Richard Gordon
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Sherman
and
saying
true,
when
you
read
along
tins
Mrs. Anna Clark of Camden was
Brodrick and daughter Barbara of
Mrs. Austin Martin of Rockland, story new. E1mer Allen was the first tbe reccnt Kuest of Ml.s/H
] a
Watertown, Mass., were weekend were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs.| in line when from his lumber pile | son
guests at Sidney Stevens’.
he did climb and gave the boards for
C. A. Towle and B. A. Pitman.
Percy Kcllar of Augusta visited
The marriage of Milton Robinson
Mr. Stevens of Palermo has been I that ’ere sign.
Then John G. Wail,
and Miss Jeanette Libby was quietly spending several days with his I a Carpenter fine, just took those relatives here recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lamson were
solemnized in Rockland June 12 by cousin. James Waterman. I hoards and made the sign; a little | ln Rockland and CamdenVednesday
Rev. B. P. Browne. The bride is the
Miss Lilia Cole of Union was in I paint was necessary too, given hy the I afternoon.
daughter of O. B. Libby and a gradu athe neighborhood Wednesday tak- woman who was seeing it through
The Standard Oil Co. have installed
ate of the W. H. S. and is very popu ing orders for bulbs, etc. Her fa-1 Fhe foundation was already in prime,
lar with her associates. The groom ther, the late Erastus Cole, is well Frank Pellett of New York was need gasoline tanks this week for John
Andrews at Bird’s Corner.
is the son of Herbert Robinson of remembered as a successful sales-1
to complete the sign, so when
Oyster River and one of the fine mftn for many years.
I Frankie on his vacation came the le>
C. H. Plummer recently sold two I Bering on the boards he made—u good
young men of Warren. All wish them
high grade milch cows to J. D.p°*t you’ll say, when passing some
prosperity and happiness.
I
Miss Cada S. Burnham returned Pease of North Hope.
Wednesday from Lake Grove, N. Y.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Titus of East
Wooden and iron posts and hands.
PAHSON 6or SEBN CRILLUNS,
where she has been teaching in the Union were Sunday callers of Mr. screWK« nails, paint and cement to
EN MISS LUCY ToC ME T’
and
Mrs.
Charles
Towle.
I
ma
^
e
R
stand.
These
were
added,
a
Winn wood School.
B. A. Pitman was a guest over I
hy John, Al, Roy and Dickey too.
GIB 'IM DEM SEBN KITTENS
night Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. U.|One
those wooden posts were
LITTLE DEER ISLE’
WHUT UP AT J>E HOUSE,
G. Pease and sons at their home in I shaved by Ernie, George L. and Roy
Mrg. Eugene®. Eaton who has heen North Hope. Other visitors were I which Al gave.
A thing most imBut he 'low he Don' want
visiting her husband in Neponset, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease and two! l>c>rtaiit at last was erecting the poles
Mass., the past two weeks, came home children.
NOTHIN’ ELSE ROUN' HtAA
I
hol(l
when our fine road
Saturday.
Mrs. Grace Johnson was in Au- commissioner, Albert J., saw the way
WHUT EATS!___
Rev. Mr. Peacock who is toisuppiy gusta Wednesday in company with I through without
delay.
With
the Congregational church this sum her sister, Mrs. Flora Robbins, and|a blow by Dickey and one by Al,
mer. came Saturday and Is boarding family of Searsmont.
I while George Morton whirled the
with Thomas Harris at Sunny Acres
J. Carroll Fenwick and E. C. John- drH,« ,ike a
Pal, without
farm.
,
son were in Belfast Wednesday.
word whate’er befell.
Upon a solid
There was a launching at Black
Mrs. Ada Conant recently spent I toundation, you bet, when into the
Bros.' yard recently when Ihe yacht several days visiting her friend, Mrs. I r°ck those poles were set, t with a
they have been building the past win Nettie Perry in North Hope.
screw here and a screw there, to bo
ter look her maiden dip.
sure the Job would hold for fair.
Mrs. Percy Eaton who was the
A light will he placed in the future,
Three Crow Lily Chop Formosa
guest of her husband in Camden the Tea, with Ice and Lemon.—adv.
too, over Its top to light the way
through, by Sterling J. Hastings who
past week, came home Friday.
in Camden lives, but this to help his
old home town gives.
And at the
GREEN’S ISLAND
switch, faithful in need, Dorcas WaFOR INDIGESTION
Mrs. Nellie Chandler was a busigel is the girl who willingly agreed.
nesa visitor ln the city last week.
TAKE A FEW DROPS OF
IMITATION GRAPE - NOT GRAPE JUICE
Told simply, this story true, of how
Mrs. Eliza Robbins and grandson
the 1925 Welcome board grew.
We
Harry Robbins, of Southwest Har-I BROWN S RELIEF
love our home village by the sea.
bor arrived last Saturday at Heron
IN A LITTLE COLD WATER
It’s the best place to live In, we all
Neck Light station for a visit.
agree, so it gives us pleasure to ex
AFTER EACH MEAL
Mrs. Nellie Chandler is having her
NU GRAPE BOTTLING CO.
tend to all. a greeting of Welcome
household, goods moved across thc XORWAY MEDICINE CO.
to ajl who call
Reach
to
Edgar
Young's
house.
10 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 780-M

MOTOR TRIPS ABROAD
Statue To A Qreat Woman

E

HAMBONE'S MEDITATIONS

A FLAVOR YOU CANT FORGET

’

Whenever you need ii
—that’s the question
What a night!
This thought flashes through your mind as you
peer out into the night filled with rain, thunder and
lightning. “Who would be out in a night like this?”

Could you but get a view of Central Maine
Power Company’s lines you would probably see
“trouble shooters” repairing broken wires or
speeding along the slippery highways or going
through woods and swamps keeping the lines
clear so that you may have electric service
whenever you need it.
This is the human side of Central Maine
Power Company. It is what goes on behind
your electric light bill, behind the generators,
behind the dams and power equipment.

When there’s a fire or a burglary scare and
you need lights in a hurry; when thc babf is
sick and must have a heating pad; when factor
ies are running overtime arid must have steady
and ample power what a comfort to know that
down at Central Maine Power Company’s plants
are men you can depend on!
This is the kind of business that has grown from
gross earnings of $1550 in 1899 to over $3,800,000
in 1924; that has paid dividends continuously for
19 years. It is thc business that you become a
partner in when you invest in the 7 percent Pre
ferred Stock of Central Maine Power Company.

Why not send in the coupon at least and let us
mail you more information about this Company and
its security?

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta Maine

Central Maine Power Co., Augusta, Maine
Without any obligation whatever please mail me more infor
mation about your company and its security.
Name

Address

................................................ .......................................................... ..

...

..........................................

Address

VINALHAVEN
The Topeka State Journal of June
13 Htales that Thad
Garver has
been appointed by the governor as
one of the four members of the Kan
sas new state • hanking department,
created for the purpose of helping
the hanks in the problems confront
ing them. Mr. Carver is president
of the Peoples State hank of Pratt.
The State Journal adds: “Thad C.
Carver, is former state senator, has
served at the head of the Kansas]
Bankers’ association and on various
occasions has heen urged for ' the
governorship. On occasion he has
declined the state bank commlssionership, desiring to devote as much
time as possible to his own hank
which is one of the strongest in
western Kansas.”

accompanied hy her sister, Miss
Mary E. Brann who will return to
Washington Stfcte later in the sea
son.
Sumner Bean of Whitefield has
bought Miss Mary Brann's farm and
will occupy it for a home.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. iMoore and
family of Hallowell were Sunday
visitors at C. W. Evans’.
Miss Gladys McDonald of Windsor
recently visited her mother, Mrs.
Sadie B. Evans.
Ii. R. Canpey and Gordon Rice of
Hartford, Conn., are guests at the
home of B. D. Brown.
Mrs. F. E. Moore and Miss Gladys
McDonald were Sunday callers of
Mrs. Caro E. Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner and
family were Monday evening callers
at B. D. Brown’s.

SOMERVILLE
F. L. Tumor, Colby ’27, and L. A.
Turner, Colby ’28, are at home for
the summer vacation.
H. C. Brown and F. A. Turner
made a trip to Waterville recently.
Mrs. Lila Boynton and family
have moved to Newport. They were!

ii

A subordinate Grange in the State
of Washington, which functions ac
tively and does beneficial work in Its
community, has but 13 members on
Its roll and they are all included ln
three families. Yet a regular pro
gram schedule is carried out and the
organization is a prosperous one.

SALADA"
*37 S

HB82

is so refreshing and it Has
that superb flavor. — Try it today.

THOMASTON
Thp Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
church will have a public supper in
tiie vestry June 23 at 6.30,
Warden Eaton has returned from
Tim Pond, whither he went on his
annual vacation, and where he en
joyed some excellent trout fishing.
He did not learn of the prisoners’
escape until he reached Farmington
yesterday morning.
Mrs. Albert Fogg of Belfast is vis
iting Mrs. Karl Stetson.
Rodney Feyler returned home i
Thursday.
Miss Helen Meservey will assist
Mrs. Frye in her tea room this sum
mer.
Mrs. Ada Smith was operated upon
Thursday at the Knox Hospital for
appendicitis.
Mrs. Minnie Oliver of Camden was
in town Friday.
I Mrs. Calvin Carter will teach in
tirade 7 in place of Miss Mary T.
McPhail, resigned.
Mrs. B. F. Webber of Wiscasset
was in town Wednesday to attend
the graduation of her niece, Miss
Ruth Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller and
daughter Alice of Warren, were
guests of Miss Ruth Lermond Wed
nesday evening.
Miss Mary McPhail has accepted
the position of clerk in the Thomas
ton National Bank in place of Mrs.
James Gillchrest resigned.
The cantata “A Carnival of
Flowers.” at the Baptist church
Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock in ob
servance of Children’s Day, will be
very entertaining.
The town mail carrier is having a
30 days leave of absence.
Mrs. Jennie Benner leaves Sunday
for Gardiner where she will be the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rug
gles and of her cousin, Mrs. Esther
Billings.

WARREN

THOMASTON

HIGH

In Everybody’sColumn

FESTIVITIES

Advertisements hi tills
ceed three lines inserted
3 times for 50 cents.
cents each for one time,
times.
Sit words moke

Principal Sturtevant’s School Held Pretty Graduation—
Alumni Banquet a Happy Affair.
The commencement exercises of the
Thomaston High School were held in
Watts hall Wednesday evening. As
one entered the hall and looked to
ward the front his eyes rested upon
the class motto "Perseverantia Omima Vincit," suspended above.
The
decorations were simple but >n good
taste; red and white bunting formed
into long streamers suspended from
each end of the motto leading along
each side of the hall and connected
with the chandelier.
In the rear
streamers were suspended from the
lights.
The front of the platform was
banked with evergreen boughs with
inserts of red peonies, red roses and
white flowers.
Kerns at each end
above the evergreen bank were an
attractive feature.
The decorating
was the work of the Juniors.
The
High School Orchestra, Herbert Kirk
patrick, leader, did praiseworthy
service.
Seated upon the platform with the
graduates, 23 in number, were Su
perintendent of Schools Charles E.
Lord and the principal and assistants
of the school, pointing that a gradu
ation from the High School is the be
ginning rather than the end of a pu
pil’s education.
Rev. N. F. Atwood
pronounced the benediction.
The parts were exceedingly well de
livered and the audience showed a
liberal appreciation of the ability and
faithful training demonstrated. The
singing of the school and of the grad
uates was exceptionally good. Sup*.
Lord before presenting the diplomas
spoke briefly but with directness and
earnestness.
The Alumni Banquet

The fourteenth annual banquet and
reception of the Thomaston High
School Alumni Association to the
graduating class wae given to the
class of ’25 at the Andrews gymna
sium on Thursday evening when
nearly 20 graduates gathered and re
galed themselves in an up-to-date
manner.
It was a time marked by
cordiality, merriment, and good fel
lowship.
That the outside world
might be appraised of the wonderful
achievements, past, present and fu
ture, of the association, a radio out
fit had beea installed.
By this
means fhe Middle West was informed
by Miss Jessie Stewart that the
County Fair would be held Aug. 3
and continue two days.
Old and
new attractions for the fair were

promised.
The finishing of the as
sembly room is now the bee in the
bonnet.
Speaking of bonnets that
was a wonderful display of hats that
a group of talented artists of the
Peleg Wadsworth Concert troup
made.
A poem by C. Wilbert Snow,
an alumnus, was read by Miss Shaw,
who also read other selections. Miss
Luce with the violin charmed the
banqueters u and Lee Walker was
heard in song with much pleasure.
It was a distinct triumph for the com
mittee when the persuaded Dr. O. F.
Cushing of the class of 1879 to sing.
He received merited applause.
Tho
doctor stated that he had not sung in
public as a soloist for 30 years. Now
that he has become a resident of
Thomaston again all hope to hear him
often in song.
Dr. Cushing pro
nounced the acoustic properties of the
Gym to he very fine.
In his ”Trip
to New York” Albert Elliot showed
his talent for Impersonating rural
folks. As he Is an undergraduate his
ability will be available for some
time.
Miss Alcada Hall as pianist
was in labors abundant and gate
excellent service.
The banquet as furnished and
served by Mont P. Trainer of Rock
land left nothing to be desired.
It
was among the best the association
has had in its 14 years.
Favorable
mention must be made of the manner
in which the young maidens who
served did their part. A short busi
ness meeting was held.
Miss Rita
Smith, who had served as president
five years, declined to serve longe-’.
Her services were recognized by Mrs.
A. F. Rice in an appropriate talk.
Tlje follow ing were elected as officers
for the ensuing year—President, Miss
Christine Moore; vice president,
Henry McDonald; secretary and
treasurer, Miss Harriet Burgess. In
a medley of songs, the association
closed its meeting at 10.40.
Among
those from out of town were William
and Robert Bickford of Norway,
Maine. They were given a most cor
dial wecome.
Prelimiary to the exercises an in
teresting exhibit of Indian work was
made by Miss Hilda George, who is
a nurse among the Pueblo Indians in
New’ Mexico.
Models of adobe
houses baskets, blankets, jewelry,
ovens, cooking utensils, etc., were
displayed.
The
work
is
all
done bv hand with only the plan as
it exists in the mind of the worker to
guide him.

Routes
To Be Announced
Routea over which
Busses and Trucks
will operate and the
service to be main
tained are being
considered and will
be announced as
arrangements are
perfected.

Maine Central Railroad:

Co-ordinates
Rail and Motor Bus Lines

SHUT * OMlFAXY.
WANTED—Men
74-76
Rockland.
WANTED—J’osltion as stenographer, com
panion for lady or housekeeper for elderly ,
couple where work Is very ligpt.
TE!..
flit M
________________icts
WANTED—I’ll pay cash for a farm. Give
particulars, also instance tn school and
church and cash price.
BOX 120, Spencer.
Moss.
_____ 74**>
WANTED—Position as dishwasher hi hole!
or reataursni
MRS EVA -ROBIMSOX Tel.
West Appleton, 3 ring 6_______________ 74»lt
WANTED Position, as table girl, second
maid or conltnemenl case. KRAXt'ES BEAN',
Thomaston, Me________________ 73*75
WANTED—Housekeeper in small family.
Address H. care of The Courier-Gazelle
13 tf
WANTED—Man and ulfe for work In pri
me family near Rockland.
Address POST
OPt’N'E BOX 3S3, Rockland, Me
73 If
WANTED Barber for Saturdays all die
year round; also second hand bicycle. 1'AJtK
STREET HAKBEI1 SHOP. Rockland
73-75
housework.
genei
Tel. 569-M
>1118. RUSSEIab BART!•LNTT
T2-74

O PROVIDE the public with up-to-date transportation
facilities throughout the season, THE SAMOSET
Company, a subsidiary of the Maine Central Railroad,
will inaugurate passenger bus service and freight motor
truck service in co-ordination with rail service, via routes
to be announced.
These lines will be established and additional ones
put into operation according to the demand.
The inauguration of this service marks a new era in
Maine transportation business and assures the public
convenient, comfortable and reliable service.
To the passenger it guarantees the best bus service
obtainable coupled with the privileges of rail station
facilities.
To the freight shipper it affords auxiliary transporta
tion with store door deliveries.

T

Patronize Reliable
Transportation
Lines

BRAND NEW

crCiiser
THIRTY FOOT,

column not to ex
once for 25 cenjs.
Additional lines 5
10 cents for three
a line

Wanted

Mrs. C. A. G. Simmons and son
Philip, accompanied by Mrs. Ella
Hart and son Millard motored to Cas
tine Wednesday afternoon where they
will be guests of Miss Verna Sim
mons and Miss Ethel Hart, members
of the graduating class at commence
ment.
Malcolm Watts has moved his fam
ily from West Warren to the rent
owned by Charles Watts on the Cam
den road.
G. A. Aspey and Roland Starrett
have been building a wharf on the
river shwe in front of the Aspey
home this week.
Walter Tibbetts has laid a new
cement walk before X. R. Robinson’s
home at Russell’s Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, Misses
PARK THEATRE
Evelyn Sawyer and Mary, Jameson,
The
feature program for
dist
church
at
10.30.
The
members
COMING TO WARREN of Harboe Light Chapter, O. E. S„ today double
returned Wednesday from Gorham,
Is Richard Barthelmes in
where they attended the graduation
“New Toys” and Wesley Barry in
are also invited to attend.
exercises of Miss Arlene Sawyer’s Caribou Girl Will Be the
Miss Susie Buckminster is em- 'Fighting Bunyan.”
class. Miss Arlene Sawyer accom
"Eve's Secret,” a Paramount pic
New
I ££ed at "Orchard Inn” for the sum’
New Home
Home Demonstration
E
panied them home, also Miss Doro
ture co-starring Betty Compson and
thy Owen of Woodfords, who will be
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Mann and Jack Holt, comes to the Park Mon
Agent Here.
her guest.
family are occupying their newly re day, to remain two days. The story
a serious accident was narrowly
home
on
Commercial adapted hy Adelaide Heilhron from
Nan Louise Mahoney of Caribou modelled
averted on Monday afternoon when
street.
the Broadway stage play, "The (
has
been
recommended
ny
the
Secre

a pair of big roan owned by the Page
Moon-Flower," hy Zoe Akins, is laid
tary
of
Agriculture
for
appointment
Lumber Co. took fright at the 5.30
in the little French town of d’ En-1
VL
ALHAVEN
as
home
demonstration
agent
in
mill bell and started off on the jump.
ville and has to do with a cobbler’s j
Mrs. Benjamin Arey left Monday
Knox-Lincoln
County
to
succeed
Their driver, Donald Pomeroy, gained
daughter, who is sent to Paris to be
for Boston.
Claire
Herrick,
who
is
resigning
or.
the wagon body in one leap, and
educated hy a Duke, who intends to J
June 30 after several years of service.
Miss Faye Coburn visited Rock
quickly had them in hand with the
make her his Dichess. Three years:
Miss Mahoney is a native of Maine land Wednesday.
only casualty a broken top on one
find the girl a gorgeously gowned i
having been born in Woodland, where
Miss Rebecca Calderwood of Al- woman, the center of an ardent j
of Warren Garage’s Ford touring cars.
she attended grammar school. Upon coe. Tenrt. is the guest of Mr. and
group of admirers at a resort on the i
Joseph Shorten bought a Nash se moving to Caribou she attended high Mrs. A. U. Patterson.
Riviera. The Duke is insanely jeal- .
dan the first of the week.
school and this year graduated from
Mrs. Etta Wright entered Knox
Miss Katherine Taylor of Rock University of Maine with a B. S. de Hospital Wednesday for treatment otis of her and threatens everyone
who even as much as looks at her.
land has been the guest of Mr. and gree.
While at the University she
A special business meeting of the
Mrs. W. L. Stevens for several days. specialized in the study of home eco- Memorial
Association
was held There are frequent quarrels between
Eve and the Duke because of his
Mrs. Arthur Moody of Waterville nomics.
' Thursday evening at the G. A. R,
temper.
Enter the other man—
has been the guest of her sisters, Mrs.
Miss Mahoney stayed out of col- , rooms.
Pierre, one-time tailor’s son of Eve’s
C. W. McKellar and Mrs. Sidney lege
l^ge for a year and a half, spending
Harry Snow has returned from
Wyllie this week.
that time teaching in the public Bates college and will spend the va- home town, now a "millionaire for
William Perkins, who has been con scliools in Maine.
For half a year cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs, a week." He has inherited a small j
fortune from an uncle and is bent
fined to his home by illness the past she was substitute teacher for the J. E. Snow,
two weeks, is somewhat better.
rural schools at Woodland and for
C. S. Roberts wras in Rockland on blowing it all in at Monte Carlo.
He becomes infatuated with Eve
Rev. and Mrs. C. J). Paul attended one whole year she acted as whole Wednesday on a business trip.
and the trouble starts.
the commencement exercises of the time teacher.
Mrs. Frank Jones and son Fred
Wiliam Colier, Jr., plays Pierre,
Cony High School in Augusta Friday
Miss Mahoney has had considerable erick and Miss Una Greenlaw of
who wounds the Duke In a duel. He
where Mrs. Paul’s sister. Evelyn Mor practical experience in homemakint; Belfast are in town,
turns to Eve in triumph, but gets
gan, graduated as salutatorian.
both in Per own home and at colC.‘ H. B. Selliger of Camden has
the set-hack of his life when the
Parker Starrett is attending the lese. For the past year she has been In town the past week,
V. M. C. A. Leadership Training Con lived at North JIall, the dormitory
Mrs. Ira Smith has returned from girl goes to the wounded Duke. It’s
something a little different in pic
ference at Lake Cobbosseecontee. | wliere tlie home economics seniors New Orleans and will spend the sea
take complete charge of the running j son at her summer home on Lane’ ture climaxes.—adv.
East Winthrop.
She has been promi- Island.
Miss Priscilla Smith I
E. O. Perkins returned Wednesday of the house.
EMPIRE THEATRE
nent at college in campus activities spending the week in Portland witli
from Wellesley, Mass.
Lewis Gordon bought a new Ford and sorority life having acted as pres- , friends.
Today will be the last opportunity
ident of her sorority. Delta Delta DelThe Owls and their husbands to see Hoot Gibson in "The Riding
truck Thursday.
Mrs. Judson Clements is visiting ta a.s well as president of the Pan Hel- were entertained Thursday evening From Powder River". There is also
her daughter, Mrs. Malcolm Brimi- lenic, which is practically an Inter- hy Mr. and Mrs, Fernald Ames at “The Great Circus Mystery ".
She attends the , tlieir bungalow.
"My Wife and I,“ the new attrac
gion, in Millinocket, who has been sorority council.
Baptist church.
j
Mrs. Cora Hopkins and grand- tion at the Empire Monday ar.d Tues
quite ill.
Misg Mahoney will take up her du- daughter, Doris Hopkins, of Au- day, Is a picture of zip! action and
Miss Evelyn Berry accompanied byi
Miss Irene Wick was in town Tues-J ties in tlie county the first of July, gusta, arrived Thursday,
gripping drama.
Movie goers will
making
Warren her headquarters.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman and leave the theatre with the pleasant
day, the guest of her parents, Mr.
daughter Ruth of .Lisbon Falls, are feeling of having enjoyed an inter
and Mrs. C. F. Berry.
In town for the summer.
esting picture, and spent an evening
ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Shorten, Miss
Mrs. E. G. Carver entertained a very agreeably.
Jane Shorten and Albert and Frances
F. IL Upham was the recent guest party of friends Wednesday at her
The plot i4 "My Wife an] I" ity ta
Shorten left Wednesday hy motor of his sister, Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham. summer home “Se-all”
ken from the story by Harriet Beech
for Beverly, Mass.
His mother. Mrs. W. F. Upham re
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson and son er Stowe, and tells the exciting event"
Rev. C. D. Paul of the Congrega turned with him to his home in Vas- Raymond of Camden have been that follow the sudden blooming of
salboro.
tional church will speak Sunday
,
guests the past week of Mr. and deceptive romance in tlie rather col
Herbert Mann and family have Mrs Frank R()gers.
morning on “The Man Who Might
orless life of a middle-aged husband.
moved
this
week
from
Rockland
to
The Pals met th,s week wlth Mrfl As If that were not enough to dis
Have Been.” The subject of the Sun
their
home
on
Central
street,
which
Frank
Haskell
rupt the routine of any happily-mar
day evening service is “The Career of
has undergone extensive repairs ant
MrB. Austin caldei.WOod was host- ried couple, Mr. Borden becomes in
Tito.”
improvements.
ess to tlie Silent Sisters Wednesday fatuated with none other than the
Sunday will be “Children’s Day” at
Miss Margaret Simonds of Indi
the Baptist church. All children not anapolis Is at E. E. Thorndike’s for | Mrs. E. C. McIntosh and members girl his son loves, which makes a tri
of her Sunday school had breakfast angle of double-dose explosive pos
attending elsew'here are invited to the summer.
] Wednesday morning nt Lane's Is- sibilities.
come to the morning service. The
Spear, a student at the , land gh, >re near the statue of
The acting is remarkably good,
pastor, Rev. H. M. Purrington, will Kirksville
Osteopathic
College,
Irene Rich’s performance in the rols
speak on the subject, “Like a Tree.” Kirksville, Mo., is at home for the | Daddy Lane.”
i
Mrs. Adella Goding of Hope, who of Mrs. Borden being spectacular
The children will aid in the singing summer vacation.
nll
.
.
,
,
i is spending a few days with her sia from the angle of emotional expres
At night at 7 o’clock, standard, the
Oliver Ingraham, who has been ter_
Xellle wllklnB, was a guest sion and repressed passion.
John
. Children’s Day concert will he given spending a few days with his parents. I at Balph Conant's in Rockland Harron and Huntley Gorden as Mr.
with program aft follows—Singing by Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham left TueBdav
Borden, Sr., and Jr., respectively,
school; responsive reading; prayer, Wednesday for Carroll, N. IL, where
Mrs Marv c WadBworth. Mrs. O. make the production realistic and
by Rev. H. M. Purrington: greeting he has employment at the “Carroll L Th„mpson ami children of Belfast utterly fascinating, while the balance
, wp,.e recent guegt8 of Mrg E c 8t . of the east comes in lor a goodly
Mary Norton; recitation, Vera Part Inn for the summer
Miss Marion Weidman has been | ciair
ridge: piano golo, Thelma Oxton
share of praise.—adv.
jjrs. Edlth Carver of MaIJen
exercise, three primary girls; recita spending several days in Boston this 1
Mrs.
week.
tion, Norman Stackpole; piano solo,
.,
, „
.
i ...a™,
Mass., Mrs. Gertrude Havener and
STRAND THEATRE
The residence of Capt S. H. Wall Mr, Kthe, York weie entOTtained
Marion Stackpole; exercises, three
By the crowd that attended the I
, . Mrg charlea Berry at hM
primary boys; recitations, Frances on Commercial street is being paint- , Fri(,
Strtnd last night to see "The dixie
Moore, Elsie Partridge; exercise, work
Pear
86
home on 8pear street
‘‘Star of Promise,” five girls; exer
Handicap,” there is no zdeubt but
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Heald of
cise, six primary girls; selection by
there will be standing room only to
Westboro,
Mass..
Mrs.
E.
L.
Sparrow
' choir; exercise, three junior boys
night, so Manager Do nd is says,“Come
piano solo, Joseph Stackpole: recita of Boston, Mrs. Mary Thomas and
early to avoid the rush.”
tion, Arlene Davis, Kathleen Spear Miss Doris Wentworth were enter
Though “Girls Men Forget” is a
evening at 7
dialogue, “A Rainy Sunday,” Marion tained Wednesday
thoroughly modern story, made into a
o’clock dinner at the home of Mr. and
and Joseph Stackpole; temperanc
brisk and entertaining picture, there
Mrs. Maynard Thomas.
song, five junior girls; exercise, “Tlie
runs through it an undercurrent of
Percy Perry has sold his residence
Flowers Appear,” Dorothy Jones
tragedy as old nearly as the world
on Commercial street to Burton 'Rich
recitation, Marion Oxton; piano solo, ards. Mr. and Mrs. Perry left Wed
itself. That is the inexplicable ina
Vera Partridge; remarks of pastor nesday lor Bangor where they will
bility for a clown to convince people
selection by choir; tableau by eigh make their future home. They have ]
that he wishes to be taken seriously
girls.
sometimes. The theme recalls Ca
been residents of Rockport for sev
ruso’s memorable performarfbes in
eral years and have made many i
SbgALEN«$giNG
“Pagliacci” and the celebrated novel
friends here who regret their leaving. ,
of William J. I»cke’s "The Mounte
Mr. Perry has had the sympathy of
kTHC COURIER-BAZmE,
bank,” as well as many other works
many friends in his affliction, and :
of fictional and dramatic art.
best wishes will follow them as they '
ROCKLAND
“Girls Men Forget’’ has as its cen
go to their new home.
KAINC
tral character a modern girl, Kitty
St. Paul’s Lodge, F. & A. M., and all
Shayne, the sort of a girl who is
sojourning Masons are requested to :
meet at tlie Masonic hall Sunday I
known as "The Life of the Party.”
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
morning at 10 o’clock to attend the I
She too has her awakening when she
84-tf
St. John’s Day service at tlie Metho- •
discovers that tli

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

Every-Other-Day
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FOR SALE
Would also make a very desirable
Lobster or Fish Boat

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS
Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKERS
3C-tf Telephone 702-W

FOR SALE
MUNRO’S
CIGAR STORE
4 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

WANTED—Representatives
everywhere.
Sell Hosiery, I'nderwear, Dreasea to Wearer.
Easily earn $1 00 per hour
All or part time.
Samples furnished.
KEYSTONE MiLWt,
Amsterdam.
Y
72-74
WANTED—Boy 13 years old would like a
[ood home where he could earn his buard.
Inquire at LIBERTY, MAKE, R F. 1>. Xu 2.
Bos 71
70-75

A BARGAIN IF SOLD
AT ONCE
73-74

WANTED—Clerical poaition by thoroughly
competent man.
Beat references.
TEL
‘7-11 Camden or BOX •307, Rockport, Me.
S»-7«

ROLL ROOFING $1
PER ROLL
SLATE SURFACED $2. Per Roll

WANTED—Voeltion as bookkeeper or >teapher,
regular or substitute.
TEL.
!sr?r
h

C. A. RANSOM

62‘tf

527 Concerd Ave.,
MASS. Dept. M.

WANTED—-2 men for freezer, one splitter;
nil round flsh men
PORT CLYDE FISH
AND COLD STORAGE CO.
61 if
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens.
Highest prices paid
TEL 352-14.
JOHN S. RAN LETT. Rockville. Me.
42-J

FOR

Summer Cottages and Board
IF YOU have a cottage to let or attire
summer boarders, advertise the fact In thia
paper where thousands will read of It
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Beach for
the month of August. Apply to C A ROSE
CO, Rockland, Maine.
50-tf

SALE

TEL. 73-2

74-78

LOST
STRING OF AMBER BEADS
June 17, either in Rockland, Knox
Hotel, Thomaston, or electric car
from Thomaston to Warren—Re
ward.
74*75
MRS. F. A. HOVEY, Waldoboro

Miscellaneous

SUMMER
SPECIALS

(19-130

House at 14 Myrtle Street

FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
Island, 6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
location close by shore
Garage and out
buildings, water In house.
Acre and half
of land.
Fhie place for summer home.
At
a bargain.
Address DR 1. B. GAGE, At
lantk. Me
,
5T*tf
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accomnudatlons for
eight, fine shore privilege In Cushing,
jfaine
Address EMERY B HART. Thowf.ston, Me
40-tf

NOTICE- A meetint of the Goshen Ceme
tery Association will be held Wednesday.
Jane 24, for the purpose of mowing and
otherwise Improving the cemetery.
All lot
owners are requested to attend. Picnic din
CAMDEN
ner will be served.
If stormy, next fair day.
The flower boxes on the telephone LA FOREST I 5IAXK. Secretary.
73-75
and electric light poles along the
TOMATO PLANTS »2 per 1O0—same rate
principal streets are a decided Im by dozen
Postage extra.
1 lb. per doz.
provement. They were made possi C. M THOMAS. Rockland____________ 72-74
ARTESIAN WELLS DRILLED anywhere in
ble by the generosity of Mr. and Mrs
Have best equipment.
No damage
Edward Bok and the cooperation of Stajt
from fire.
Write for rates, long experience.
the Garden Club.
PEARL CR0CKKKTT. Brooks. Me
72*83

CAMBRIDGE.

For Sale
FOR SALE—Horse, -sound, good worker;
also new milch cow and a new jigger.
Apply ORVILLE WOOU. Tel 925._____ 75«7i
FOR SALE—" room house, new shed and
garage; electric lights, new Ruddy furnace,
new hath room; newly paper and painted;
centered cellar.
Would exchange for house
centrally located in Camden.
8. N SLBBPER, 12 High St., Rockland. Me.
74*76

FOR SALE—-Small house lot on Ocean
Honor has come to a Camden boy
73*75
Inquire at 32 OCEAN ST.
—Inside or out.
Paper hang Street.
Theodore F.. Hatch, in an appoint ingPAINTING
Best of work.
G. H COLE, 7 (Jay
FOR SALE—1-ft. clefted wood ; furnace and
merit as Assistant Sanitary Engi St Place
Tel. 273-3.
72*74 fire place wood; fitted wood, limbs and
neer. State of Tennessee. Depart
W. L. OXTON, West Rock
8N0E REPAIRING. AUTO TOPS repaired slabs delivered.
Tel. Camden 152-4
73-tf
ment of Health, witli headquarter and renewed. ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR port
ING CO . 11 School Street, Odd Fellows Block,
at Nashville.
FOR SALE—Medium heavy express wagon
Rockland._____________________________ tf
and wfrry
L. F (’HAKE, 45 Middle St
The Garden Club Will hold its
73-tf
THERE IS ANYTHING YOU WISH to
June meeting Tuesday at 2.30 with buyIF and
can’t find the person who has It to
FOR SALE—On Lawrence St , a 6-roont
Mrs. W. A. Rich. Elm street. N'. W sell, just drop us a line and we will find It
house with tvoodshed and garage; electric
Lermond, curator of the Knox for you. Or If you have any thing to sell lights.
location with sea view.
A
will find you a customer.
We have for snug littleNice
Also a 2-tenement house
Academy of Arts and Sciences, will we
sale now on our list : A nearly new four- on Crescenthome
street
with
sunny
rooms
and
be the speaker.
burner Gas Range with oven; a two-burner open fire place; electric lights.
Will be
The local baseball team with Ris gas plate and tube; a Hudson touring car sold at a low price to settle the estate. W.
kt good condition or will exchange for a A CLKVELANh. 33 Pacific St., City or 1 C.
ing in the box plays the Haggards of smaller car; a man’s black Kersey suit,
73-75
Gardiner this afternoon at 3 o'clock nearly new, size 36; and several beautiful new MITCHELL. Nahant. Mass
FOR SALE—Mare, weight 1500; also 2During the summer absence of braided rugs. If there Is any of these things
These handsome, comfortable
wish, or if you would llkb us to sell any horse mowing machine
Beech Hill Rock-)
Rev. E. M. Holman from the Baptist you
thing for yon, write BOX 108, ROCKLAND
port.
FKE1) L. PARTRIDGE, R. F D..A
church the pulpit will be supplied
73-75 Rockland
72*80
Couch Hammocks in Khaki, Grey
by Rev. T. >1. Griffiths, a former
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING—We are
FOR SALE—Standing grass.
Apply E. A.
and Green. These are priced low
pastor. Mr. and Mrs. Griffiths ex prepared to execute your order for hemstitch WOTTON. 175 Rankin Street.
72-74
pect to arrive in Camden the latter ing and plcotlng In the best possible wav.
FOR SALE—1 Player piano, 1 upright
We have just installed a new Hemstitching
enough to be within everybod's
part of June.
Machine
Leave your orders at our trim piano, both in fine condition—1 Edison phon
Miss Alice Keene will be the so ming department and they will be prompt’y ograph, good as new. V. F STUDLEV INC ,
reach.
Fl.'LLER-COBB-DAVIS.
«9-tf Music Dept , Rockland, 283 Main St.
71-tf
loist at the Baptist church tomorrow filled
morning. Pastor Holman’s subject
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
FOR SALE—<Jt rntan Police Pups.
Seven
will be. "Until The Day Break.” The Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened weeks old. Males $20. Females $10. Tel.
162.
MRS HAROLD H. NASH, Camden,
Tel. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS. 19 McLOVD ST
evening theme will be "A Song In
Melvin Heights
71-76
5.’ tf Me.
the Night" with special music by the
FOR SALE- Double tenement house and
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes
young people’s chorus.
Hardwood floors, hath room. Gurney
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO , 408 Main St. barn.
All in good condition
R
55-tf hot water heater
Rev. F. Ernest Smith will preach at
Lot 240 feet on street, 135 feet deep, 12 nice
10.30 Sunday morning on "How To
LAWNMOWERS—Let us overhaul and young fruit trees, raspberry and blackberry
We call for bushes.
Overcome the Earth's Pull.’’
The sharpen your machine now.
Handsome shade trees, one of the
and deliver.
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.. best locations in town.
13 DUNN ST, Thom
evening service will he a Children1
408 Main St.
55-if aston. 'Phone 1.53-3 or 254-4 Rockland. I
Day program.
72*74
AWNINGS MADE TO OROER. prices rigut,
Wednesday, June 24 the ladies of truck
and wagon 'covers; tents, curtains,
FOR SALE— 7-room house; fire place,
the IL E. Circle will meet at the ves
flags, boat coverings and awnings a special piazza, city water, large barn; 2 hen pens.
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. P O Box U acre land -near town. Apply to WALTER
try.
Every member invited.
Re
441, Rockland, Maine.
50-tf
MORAN, 70 Beechwoods St , Thomaston.
freshments will be served.
69*80
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, phot nig,,
Young, Small, Karkas and the two
buttons, plaiting
PHYLLIS TOL
Jordans of the Bates College base covered
FOR SALE—Motor boat in good condition.
MAN MORSE. 359 Main St.
Tel. 868 M
19.feet over all, 3 h. p Mlanus engine. Price
ball team are in town and will be in
1-tf $75. J. p. SPAULDING, South Thomaston.
the Camden lineup.
69-74
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Ambassador David Jayne Hill has the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St Mail
FOR SALE—A new Jewett coach with 4arrived in Camden.
On Thursday orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES
wheel hydraulic brakes and balloon tires.
1-tf This Is the latest Jewett production with the
Mr. Hill was presented with an hon
All hills are
orary degree from Bowdoin College.
NOTICE—Notice is hereby given to all wonderful 5.5 h p. engine.
the same height to this oar on high. $141 >
Clifton Conary Is home from the persons Interested that on and .after this date delivered
J.
T.
(JAY.
Waldoboro.
64-tf
June 15, 192-5—I shall not he responsible
University of Maine and has entered —
for any bills contracted by my wife Grace
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, table, 6 chairs,
the employ of the F. K. Allen market. Louise Stockbridge, she having decided to sideboard, china closet; also osteopat|i»i ta
Another summer necessity—sold
(.Signed).
ble ; mahogany bureau, store sign.
HUS
The opening game today betwen live apart from me.
72*74
GUY STOCKBRIDGE.
TON-TUTTLE BOOK CO.
60-tf
the Camden Athletic Club and the
at prices you can’t help approving.
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
FOR SALE—Stanley House—Has 16 rooms, .
Hazzards of Gardiner. Game begins
Trucking and Moving_________________ 11 *tr 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all modern
at 3 o’clock standard time.
improvements; one of the best locations In
Mr. and Mrs. Sophus Hanson have
the city; In first class condition throughout.
To
Let
Call or TELEPHONE 237 J, 28 SPRING ST.
returned from their 'Shrine trip to
53-tf
TO LET -Tenement on Masonic street, cen Rockland, Me.
Los Angeles, Calif., and report a won
trally
located;
all
modern.
With
garage
derful time although they had much
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivered
Inquire m KITTREWJE PHARMACY, cor anywhere, also lumber.
T J. CARROLL,
bad weather with rain and hail. Mr. Main and Park St
74-76 Thomaston. R. F. D
L. MARCU8
Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Hanson says "Give me good old
47-tf
TO LET— Furnished rooms for light house
313-319 MAIN ST.
TEL. 745-J
Maine, every time.*]
keeping and one single room.
19 OCEAN
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
74
Dr. L. i»L Chandler, Z. M. Dwinai, ST. Tel. 1062-W.
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
A. F. Beverage and E. B. Clark leave
New grocery buslneae well stocked.
TO LET—Furnished rooms at 37 Camden garden.
fuse to take her seriously. “Girls tomorrow’ for a trip to Capens, St. TEL 403.
74*76 M. G. GURNEY. 3 Pgrk St.. Camden. 37-tf
Men Forget" will be shown at the Moosehead Lake.
FOR SALE—Mv home at 24 Pleasant St.
TO LET—Centrally located garage, lowStrand next Monday and Tuesday.—
62-tf
The Camden Monday Club hold rental, roomy. Apply to W. P. BURPEE. 43 All modern. LIZZIE F HAHN
Park
St.
Tel
552
-W.
74*
"
their annual summer picnic at th
FOR SALE—Residence or the late Cant
Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights.
AR
TO LET—Furnished front room
All mod
Jack O' Lantern. Lincolnville Beach.
SAMMY SPARK PLUG
ern.
Reasonable price.
Apply 474 MAIN THUR L ORNE. 417 Main St.. Rockland.
Monday.
27-tf
ST., (over N Y. Bakery).
62*U
The Senior Class of Camden High
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
LET—Garage comer Suffolk and Fui
hold their annual picnic today which tonTOstreets
CALL 6I8-J
73-tf bulbs, hardy lilHes, floral sprays, pillows,
is the farewell party of the class as a
wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
TO LET—Upstairs apartment, corner Union Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
whole.
and Grove street.
MRS. LANDERS, 100 where In Knox County.
CLARK’S FLOWER
Robert Seliger started work yes Union St
Tel. 334-W.
72-tf SHOP, 382 Main St. opposite Thorndike Hoterday at the J. C. Curtis hardware
tel
,
Rockla
nd
Tel.
1036-W
38-tf
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light
store for the summer season.
housekeeping; all modern.
Adults only
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, in good
Tuesday afternoon was a delight 2-5 Ocean St. MFDTON M. GRIFFIN. Tel cultivation, real money maker.
L. F
72*tf CHASE. 45 Middle St.
Tel 665 2
35-tf
ful one for the group of young peo 373«M.
TO LET—The Daggett house, 198 Rankin
l>le who helped Miss Dorothy Jones
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS
street
Suitable
for
small
family
of
adult
done
promptly.
Go
anywhere
C.
O
HARcelebrate her tenth birthday at her Apply to MRS G. K. MERRILL. 309 Broad
ADEN. Tel. 156-M or 629 J
1-tf
home on Mountain street.
Miss way.
71 Jones niade*a charming young hostess
TO LET—Furnished 5-roora cottage on
Used Cars
and carried off tlie afternoon witli beautiful stretch of shore, one minute walk
Purest drinking water,
llie playing of games and serving re from general store.
69-7
DGE COUP
freshments that all young people love. TEL. 975-M Rockland.
TO LET—One furnished front room at 10 hiinghi mav from Dyfr’a Uirage Iasi October
The guests were Ruth Tewkkbury
PLEASANT ST.
69*tf have used II about 6 months, run 3500 miles’
Helen Stone, Virginia Wagner. Dor
a little beauty ami a dandy ear, all equipped’
TO LET—Furnished tenement 1st floor, all Radiator shutter, inolortneter, clock
step
othy Ware. Dorothy Cross, Ruth Rus
Says:
modern. F. L. SHAW, 47 North Main St.
litotes, extra tire turd tube.
Will discount
sell, Ruth Leadbetter, Ha^el French
69-tf J3.‘|O
Tills
Is
a
real
opportunty
In
a
closed
A cat has nine lives; a spark
Grace Poland, Barbara Dwinai, Ma
car. F. H. THOMAS, Camden
72-74
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
plug one.
rion Ross, Rita Richards and Joseph keeping.
Call at 12 ELM ST.
67-tf
But there are more spark plugs
Emery, Jr‘.
FORD '/, TON TRUCK, new body, all in
TO LET—A good size modern house with Rood
than cats. Catch a new one to
can buy at right price; alsdb
space In good garage if desired.
Inquire podge shape,
2500 lb. truck newly painted, staki"
at 12 KNOX ST.
Tel. 578-W.
67 If body, extra long, looks like new.
day.
FOR LISTLESS.
Meehan-

REFRIGERATORS

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

AVTO LAUGHS
Al Johnson said he gol a job
as chauffeur and then lost it beeause he look the boss's ear zvithout
permission. (I hen asked how the
boss found out about it, Al re
plied; I ran over him."

DELICATE CHILDREN

SCOTT’S EMULSION
OF PURE COD-LIVER OIL
PALATABLE—CAST TO TAKE

RICH IN VITAMINS

TO LET—Two furnished apartments at Lit
Isosa. Grove street.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
Fuller-eobb-DavIs.
67-tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms—living room,
kitchen, shed, flush closet. Adnlts only.
CAMDBN STREET
Tel 335-1
TO LET—Furnished room with bath.

leally perfect
CO . ltockland.
Litllehale

CONSOL1DATBD BAKING
See Mr. MacAlUster or Mr.
61 if

Know the tremendous pull

ing power of Courier-Gazette
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Every-Other-Day
*

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received

SWEATERS

TELEPHONE^^^^^-—

The arrival and departure of
guests during tlie vacation season is
of interest both to them and their
friends.
The Courier-Gazette is
glad to print such items of social
news and will thank its friends to
supply it witli information in this
connection.

For Week-End Trips

KATHLEEN

Week days: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 3 p. m. to C p. m.
There is no Trieste like a book
To take us miles away
Nor any coursers like a page of (tracing
poetry.

Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis and Mrs.
George II. Wood attended commence
ment at Bowdoin College Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. llarry B. Kenyon of
Claremont, N. H.. are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas F. Keating at Hotel
Rockland.

Miss Harriet O’Brien, who has been
teaching in Salisbury. Conn., lias ar
rived home for the summer vacation
Dr. nnd Mrs. W. H. Armstrong and
daughter, Miss Rhandena Armstron!
hat-e returned from commencement
exercises at Simmons College. Miss
Grace Armstrong, who was one of the
graduates lias gone to Kent State
Normal Schoo! in Ohio, where she
will be employed as assistant diet!
tian during the summer.

H. B. Stevens and sons Joseph and
Galen of Lincoln were guests of W. I.
Ayer Thursday.

Donald L. Karl and family are
spending two weeks at their cottage.
Lake Megunticook.

A delightful porch bridge party was
given by Mrs. Thomas F. Keating at
Hotel Rockland in honor of Mrs.
Harry B. Kenyon of Claremont. N. H.,
Wednesday afternoon.
Prizes were
won by Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Mrs.
Nellie Achorn, and Mrs. Cooper. Re
freshments were served.
Miss Dorothy Holbrook, who has
been in the city for the past two
weeks, has returned to Palmerton,
Pa., where she has a position ns
dietitian in a hospital. While home
she attended the reunion of her class
at University of Maine.

18 Dozen Sweaters at Sale Prices

SATURDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
Formerly

Formerly

Formerly

$3.00

$6.00

$9.00

$|.29

$2-98

$5-98

CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 MAIN STREET
Rockland,

ROCKLAND

Maine

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS

The Chapin Class will picnic at
Oakland Park next Tuesday evening.
All members who are able to furnish
transportation will please notify Miss
Lena Lawrence or Miss Harriet Ran
kin before Tuesday noon. Will those
not solicited please take sandwiches
or pastry.
Meet at W. O. Hewett
Co.’s at 5.30 p. m.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

IN

THE REALM OF

MUSIC

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.

* • * *
Books for vacation reading."
writes a well-known book critic,
must lie work of such a kind that one
an open it anywhere and be sure of
finding something interesting, com
plete in itself and susceptible of being
read in a short time.”
• • . .
Frigates and coursers! Books that
bring action and thrills without any
physical effort to the reader—those
are the books for your summer read
ing.
«. • • •
For “frigates” your library has
much to offer.
There are trips for
every taste. For present day travel
there is John Faris’ "Seeing Canada,'
Salisbury’s “The Sea Gypsy,” Upton
Close's "Land of the Laughing
Buddha,” Harry Frank’s “Japan and
Formosa," and a score more written
in that chatty, narrative style that
best adapts them to summer reading.
« • * *
Those who love tales of ocean travel
in the older days can find many fas
cinating records awaiting them, such
as "The Clipper Ship Sheila," "The
Log of the Cutty Sark,” “Ships and
Sailors of Old Salem,” "The Colonial
Clipper,” and the "Book of Famous
Ships.”
And now for the coursers—those
hooks of “prancing poetry.” Best of
all books arc they for summer read
ing, for every page contains some
thing complete in itself.
To those
who enjoy American poetry of the
19th century there is "The American
Anthology,” collected hy Clarence
Stedman, the most complete anthol
ogy of its kind.
For those whose interest Is in mod
ern poetry there are several excel
lent anthologies of just the right size
to tuck into that weekend bag. Out
standing among these is Jessie Rittenhouse’s "Little Book of Modern
Verse,” Untermeyer’s “Modern Amer
ican Poetry,” Strong's "Best Poetry
of 1924." and Binyon’s ‘Golden
Treasury of Modern Lyrics.
Lovers of ballads and folk song will
find much of unusual interest in Rn
land Gray's “Songs and Ballads of
tlie Maine Lumberjacks," in Joanna
Colcord’s “Roll and Go," considered
the best of the collections of sea
chanteys, or Frothlngham’s “Songs
of the Sea and Sailor’s Chanteys. ’ If
It is criticism of modern poetry one
wishes there is Alfred Noyes's “Some
Aspects of ^Modern Poetry”, and
Boynton's “Contemporary American
Poetry," ^he one taking a stand em
phatically for, the other emphatically
against the modern trend of poetry
• • • •
When you are boosting ltockland
this summer don't forget to advertise
your library.
its cool rooms are
open daily for reading and libera
regulations make it possible for ev
eryone to have the loan of its books.
Summer guests appreciate this ser
vice.
Do your part by introducing
them to it.

Mrs. Lola E. Fitch, who has been
spending the winter in Worcester,
U : ■■■
Mass., with her daughters. Misses
Myra and Winnie Fitch, returned
New York City Is looking toward Marion Wise, contralto, was assist
home Thursday morning. The Misses
new Music and Industrial Art, ing artist. Mr. Shaw played organ
Fitch will arrive hy motor either to High School ami Museum, whose numbers by ReifT, Widor, Brahmt
day or tomorrow.
object will lie to foster the love and and Francks. Mrs. Wise sang workk,
appreciation of good music nnd to hy Woodman, Gounod. Rossini an
Ernest
Balcomh of
Waltham. provide instruction to alio .eligible Del Riego.
Mass, is spending his annual vaca andidates.
* • « •
Music
in
all
its
tion In this city, the guest of Mr. branches, dancing and dramatic arts
Organists will find something ot
and Mrs. Daniel Munro, Limerock will lie taught. A department will interest in several volumes of music
street.
be provided for piano, organ and that have recently come off the
voice, and all instruments of the press. These numbers include both
Miss Nora Nelson came home from band and orchestra, including en original and transcribed composi
Bay Path Institute, Springfield, Mass., semble playing, church, theatre and tions. Oliver Ditson Co. presents an
to attend the graduation, as her recital music, oratorio, opera, lan attractively gotten up “New Fifty
brother, Arnold Nelson, was one of guages. physical
education
and Cent Series.” which will appeal not
the graduates.
Miss Nelson returns lageantry. The dancing course will only because of the low price, but
to Springfield tonight.
She grad include instruction in ballet, solo because of the quality of the con
uates next week.
pantomimic, folk, classical and inter tents. One of the volumes, “Ter
pretative. The course In dramatic Transcriptions,” contains numbers
Mrs. Fred Schlendering of Fuller arts will include tlie proper facili hy John Carver Alden, Homer N
ton, Calif., formerly Miss Bernice Da ties for the.study of elocution, act Bartlett, Bizet, Carl Busch, Delibes
As the summer season draws near
vis is making a month’s visit in this ing, playwriting, stagecraft, prop Grieg, Flni lienriques, Cedric W. Le
vicinity, gues^at present of her aunt, erties. scenic art. lighting and elec mont, Gabriel Plerne, and Paula er, the voile dress assumes greater
importance says the Dry Goods Econ
Mrs. Henry Closson at the Head-of- trical effects.
Szalit. The transcribing has been omist. Many of the shops are show
the-Bay.
Her husband Joins her
There will be no competition with done by eight well known American ing plain voiles in lovely pastel col
here later.
existing musical Instltutions-or in organists, and they have done their ors, sometimes combining two or
dividual instructors, it being the part well.
more harmonizing shades in one
A correspondent (J. H. M.) sends
specific purpose of this conservatory
A youthful guest dining at
A second volume is called “Eight dress.
from Boston this clipping from Don
to aid and serve the cause of music Russian Organ Pieces.” the numbers the Plaza Hotel in New York during
aid B. Howard's column in the Globe
of June 18: "None of those who and cooperate with all recognized transcribed by H. Clough-Leighter the lunch hour the other day, ap
watched her could have suggested bodies devoted to musical education T. Carl Whitmer, and Harvey B peared in a French blue voile frock,
how many years of obscurity, study and the other branches of art that Gaul, and include “Orientale” by the skirt blind and lower puff sleeve
Nicolas Amani; Prelude in D by sections being of shell pink voile. A
and toil that expression belied.
For will be taught.
• . • *
Glazounoff: Prelude in C Minor by distinctive decorative touch was af
Edna Millay was born in Rockland,
Lawrence Tibbett who is to be a Gliere; Dream by KopyloiT; Kafh forded by means of embroidery done
Me.. 33 years ago. Her family were
in merely moderate circumstances soloist at tlie Maine Music Festival inaninoff’s “Prelude in C Sharp in narrow metallic ribbon. Another
And after graduating from high of next October Is an extremely busy Minor;’’ March in D by Rebikoff fair patroness at the Plaza wore a
school the girl, who was soon to be man. It seems to me that almost “Far-Off India" by Rimsky-Korsa marigold voile frock trimmed with
This she topped with a leg
the leading poet of her sex in Ameri every festival scheduled has him fol koff, or what is better known to u lace.
ca, was a clerk In a lawyer’s office a soloist. The review covering ills us "Song of India;” and Prelude in horn hat banded with purple velvet.
appearance at the famous Festive C Sharp Minor hy Anton Vodorinski In a recent window display a large
in Camden.”
on North Shore (Chicago) said that The collection is worth while and store featured white voile dresses
Nr
’“
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Niles of "Mr. Tibbett sang with suavity should receive a warm welcome hy decorated with Czecho-Slovakian em
Sabattus, are In the cits' to attend breadth and richness, arias ft;om ‘Un organists in searsh of new material broidery for the junior girl and miss.
The third volume, the last in the Daintily tinted, pastel colored frocks
the commencement exercises. Mrs Ballo in Maschere,’ ‘Tannhauser.’
Niles’ sister, Miss Edith York, was Otello' and ‘Pagliacci,’ ss well at series, is "Ten Original Composi in fine voile were shown at a smart
Moussorgsky's ‘Song of the. Flea,’ in tions;" all by American organists New York shop during the past week.
a member of the graduating class.
which his sardonic humor wits most with the exception of three. Those
Tlie New York, New Haven &
A pretty birthday’ party was given striking. He made a hlghlj- favor who appear are Louis Adophe Co
at the home of Mrs. Carrie Larrabee able impression in his debut here last erne, Roland Diggle, Gottfried H Hartford railroad scow No. 20 ar
Thursday afternoon when her little fall, and added to ills prestige on this Federlein, Cesar Franck, Alfred Hoi rived at Bath Thursday in tow of
lins, Victor Marchot, James H tug Nathaniel P. Doane and was
son Eugene, Jr., celebrated his 4th occasion.”
• • ♦ •
• ea
Rogers, P. A. Schnecker, Rruce taken to Minott's wharf at Phipps
birthday. The decorations were red
Harris Stackpole Shaw, -organist Steane and R. Spaulding Stoughton burg where she is to be used for the
clover and svhlte daisies. Fancy
cookies, candy, birthday cake and and teacher, presided at the organ in What three are tlie exception? Well removal of the McCobb house to
The house has been
ice cream were served. Games were the J. It. Stedman residence, Brain I am a greeny, hut 1 should say they Rockport.
enjoyed by the little folks. Tlie tree, at a concert given by the were Gottfried H. Federlein, Cesar jacked" up nnd the removal will .be
gin at once.
Women's
Club.
Mrs. Franck and Victor Marchot.
guests were Frances Hall, Winnie Braintree
nnd ,Dorothy Larrabee, Florence
Tlie exhibit of New York hats hy
Grover, Charlie, Marion and Emma
Miss Fthel Howard of the High
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney I. Snow, who
Lindsey and Grace Perry. The lit School faculty returns Monday to have been guests of Mayor and Mrs Miss O. Louise Ayers has met with
marked success at the opening which
tie host received many presents.
her home In Winslow, for the sum C. F. Snow, returned to Reading will continue today and this evening
mer vacation.
Mass, yesterday, driving in their car at the residence of Mrs. Mary Wig
The E. E. Gillettes leave Newton
gin Spear, 33 Limerock street.
Highlands next Tuesday for their
Miss Rose Cohen of Roxbury,
Winston Fifield is home from He
usual summer sojourn In this city.
Mass., is the guest of her brother, hron Academy for the summer vaca
Harry Cohen.
tion.
The Summer Lunch Club members
svere entertained at auction at the
Scott Young of JIatinicys, who has
Frederick H. Bird is home from
the Theatre around
Country Club yesterday afternoon by been in town on business returned Phillips Exeter for the summer vnea
the Corner
home Thursday.
w
Mrs. Emils’ Hitchcock.
tion and has as a weekend guest his
schoolmate George Dow of Uhicngo
Miss Florence A. Knight graduated
TODAY
Tlie class of 1908 enjoyed a re
union Tuesday night at Donald Karl’s from the Cooley Dickinson Hospital
Miss
Harriet
Trask
is
at
home
HOOT GIBSON
cottage, Megunticook iAke.
Six Training School for Nurses of
—In—
Northampton, Mass., June 2, She is from her duties at Gorham Norma
teen members out of a class of
School for a 10-day rest.
were present, with seven adopted the daughter of Mrs. AMce M.
“The Riding Kid
Knight of tho Old County road.
members.
There was an abun
James J. O’Hara is entertaining as
From
Powder River”
dance of good things to eat, to which
George F. Harriman of New York weekend guests his father, George
nil did Justice.
Fishing and hall
O'Hara and his sister. Miss Margaret
was
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
~ playing offered considerable amuse
—Also—
O'Hara of Beachmort, Mass.
ment as well as the toy automobiles, S. White. Main street, Thursday
The
Great
Circus Mystery*
night,
on
his
way
to
Belfast,
where
which proved that this class lias not
Miss Elsa Hayden left today for a
lost its original pep.
This class has he will spend the summer at Bay week's visit in Stoneham, Mass.,
turned into the alumni for the High side.
Monday-Tuesday
where she will be a guest in the fam
School equipment nearly three times
ily
of
XI.
W.
Colpltts.
Mrs.
Rachel
Mrs. R. II. Rice and Mrs. H. W.
their original pledge for $100. They
were first to pledge, first to meet their Dunn returned to Lynn, Mass, this Browne will play the organ nt the
pledge and first to double and nearly morning. They came to attend First Baptist church Sunday in tlie
treble.
William Sullivan. Robert graduation and were giiests of absence of Miss Hayden.
\d ims, Katherine Keating, Margaret Mayor and Mrs. C. F. Snow.
—With—
Mrs. Ernest Young arrived last
.
Buttomer, Helen
Clark.
Bessie
evening
from
Boston
and
has
opened
Miss Ethel Howard and Miss
1 Church, Mabel Colson. Winnie Karl
Grace Veazie, Molly Ladd. Osmond Linola Young attended the gradua-|her cottage at Battery Beach for the
Front the novel by
Won
at Colby College. Wednesday, summer. She has as guest her niece,
Palmer, Harold Look,
Raymond
Harriet Beecher Stowe
Greene. Dr. Archie Green and Mr. and the former’s brother. Kendall How-! Miss Madeline Young of Worcester.
Mrs. Donald Karl.
Adopted mem- ard of Winslow, being one of the Her ’son, Ernest Young, who drove
i,ers—Fred Colson. Fred Veazie, Al- graduates. Miss Young remained the party here by automobile, remains
“IDAHO”
- fred Church, Walter Ladd. Harold for a few days’ visit witli relatives for the weekend and will come later
Chpater 7
for a vacation .visit.
In Winslow.
Karl, Eva Greene and Edna Look.

EMPIRE

So Beautiful i
SoPmeticalf
White Enameled
Table Top
Attachment

[Regular Price $10.50}
when you purchase

The Latest Model Family Size
WONDER> ‘'JUNIOR?

ipiplex|rone
The Best Ironer
You must see this wonderful new attachment to really

appreciate its beauty and usefulness. In an instant, makes the ironer
into a strong, practical table for kitchen or laundry—a table with
dozens of uses every day of the week.

Special Terms fbr this Quick Selling

$10.00 DOWN

Convenient
monthly payment*

Notice the ironer in our local store window.

Phone to

have your next ironing done by the Simplex Ironer in
No obligation.

your own home.

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
CAMDEN—Telephone 223-11

ROCKLAND—Telephone 530.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Music you see adver
tised in all the leadii.g mag&zinos.
Over 220 selections—send for
catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

q

FEATHER MATTRESS
Now is the time to have your
Feather beds made into Feather
Mattresses: also renovate Pillows,
and Hair Matatresses done over.
All Work Satisfactory
A. F. IRELAND
72-83 Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 25-5

STRftND

MATINEE 2:15
EVG. 7t00 ard 8:45

THE HOME OF THE ORGAN WITH THE HUMAN VOICES

Your Last Chance Today To See

JtPARKA

“THE DIXIE HANDICAP”
—WITH—

CLAIRE WINDSOR and LLOYD HUGHES
KINOGRAMS______________________ “GO-GETTERS,” No. 5

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
PRICKS’

MATINEE, 25e.

—---------------------

EVENING, 25c, 35c.

MONDAY-TUESDAY
HOW DO SOME GIRLS WIN WHILE OTHERS FAIL?

CHILDREN, 10c
CHILDREN, 10c

—SEE-

44

GIRLS MEN FORGET*
—WITH—

PATSY RUTH MILLER, JOHNNY WALKER
Adapted from “The Girl Who Wai the Life of the Party”
KINOGRAMS
COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

—In—

“THE THIEF OF BAGDAD”

PA(fS?St9iN(ilS
»* The

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45—DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

TH(ep«f

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

,

—In—

“NEW

TODAY

TOYS”

Companion Picture

WESLEY

BARRY

A wonderful love §tory .
to set your pulses going
... a wealth of adven

“battling"

turous incidents that
will stir you to a rousing
pitch of excitement

MONDAY-TUESDAY

bunyan"

Betty Compson and Jack Holt

“MY WIFE
AND I”

'

—IN—

“Eve’s Secret”

IRENE RICH

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45—THREE SHOWS
.

\.

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

The story of a beautiful siren and the men who learned about
women from her. Two big stars and a cast of favo.ites.
COMEDY

NEWS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 20, 1925.
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DAWN ON THE HILL OF VISION”
(Contirtucd from First Page)

COMMON THINGS
Often Overlooked, But Highly En
tertaining When Once Looked
Into With Inquiring Mind.

manager.
Then came the glorious | A third requisite is faith. You must
day when the entire school became
'--------- have faith in yourself, in your fellowinstalled In the new building.
The men, and in your God.
The great
By Adella F. Veazle
OXawrence Hawthorne
class approached graduation with est enemy which will confront you
$2.02 in tlie treasury, so a public sup and thwart you In your life's battle
Some More Birds
Let me remember just one golden truth, '
per was given which netted $100. The is fear and he who harbors fear is
Clows make interesting pets,
annual play, “The Charm School" was already tialf lost. Only from confi though they are said to be very mis
Tho every other should forsake my mind;
presented under the direction of Miss dence is a deed born, goes the old chievous and great thieves.
I have
Let
me be guided by one steadfast law:
Doris Black. The final event was tho proverb.
been the owner of two. one of which
Senior picnic at Treasure Point Farm.
These are some of the factors ran whithersoever he wished, and I
That I shall leave no day of life behind
which confront you as you leave your never missed anything, neither did lie
Prof. Wilkinson's Address
Without accomplishing some worthwhile task;1
“The Significance of Graduation" school life and enter upon the scene do any mischief.
He was a greedy
Oh let me never face the setting sun
anil
activities
of
your
life's
work.
rascal and when we threw corn to
was the subject of the commence
With empty hands, but may I always hold
ment address delivered by Mr. Wil The contribution which has been the liens he would come hopping and
made to your training and character flying in great haste, and landing in
kinson. who is professor of econom
Some evidence of work and duty done.
ics at Colby. Prof. Wilkinson said ' w ill enable you to face the world with the middle of the pile he would spread
I confidence and a determination to his wings as far as he could stretch
that he had participated in three
This is the day! Whatever I may hope
graduations this summer, <ind that I win at all costs. Ahead of you are them, covering all the corn possible,
I battles to be won—battles for which and there he would stand, squawking
To make of life demands attention now!
Rockland's was easily the best. He
you have been well prqpared by the defiance at the flock of hens and gob
felt in a somewhat apologetic mood
His dreams of harvest-time come true alone'
training of home and school during bling up corn as fast as he could.
at "interrupting" the exercises.
thqsc past four eventful years.
For him whose careful hand directs the plow.
My last one was killed by kindness,
"As you go out in the world." said
for I fed him too abundantly with
he, “You will find three things which
This is the day! My chance to win is here,
will challenge your attention and in
In awarding the diplomas Mayor angleworms, which upset his diges
And opportunity points out the way;
tion.
He was very young, but was
terest. They are learning, posses Snow said:
Let me remember just one golden truth:
sion and a comprehension of world
“It is customary, prior to the de making rapid progress toward learn
livery of diplomas, to address the ing to talk, and his last word, about
movements."
The present time is best; this is the day!
Prof. Wilkinson's address in part, members of the graduating class, and five minutes before he died, was
“
Mother!
”
perhaps,
of
our
experience,
to
offer
a
follows:
During these June days the boys few words of advice. The stage set
Frank Post, on Thomaston street,
and girls graduating from our High tings will require that I turn my back had a crow which said several words
Schools are quite naturally the cen upon the audience and for this I offer quite plainly.
When I was there on
ter of thought and interest.
The my apologies in advance.
1 may one occasion we went to hunt him
graduating time is one of vislon-- state, confidentially, that In the past up and on turning the corner of a
hackward lie the school days hence I have found it inexpedient to keep shed we were greeted with “Hullo
forth to be a memory—forward lie my back turned on the class of 1925. Papa!” spoken as plainly as I could
the opportunities and services of life. My attention seemed to promote cer speak it.
It seemed uncanny and I
It is at this juncture of their lives tain of their activities to the exclu thought of Poe’s raven with his “Nev
that they feel the first stirring of am sion of others, perhaps less desirable ermore.” He knew I was a stranger (
bition and for the first time they arc —a sort of mental catalytic agent, as and refused any intimacy with me.
ready to answer the call of life. We it were.
He jived several years and was a
applaud their answer, we admire
“My friends (turning to the grad much loved pet, running and roosting j
their enthusiasm, we commend their uates) vou have come to a fork in* with the hens much of the time. On j
purpose, arid if we are wise we keep the road of life where the signs indi inquiry a year or so ago I learned
our doubts, misgivings and cynicisms cate the way to a higher education that he had paid the debt of nature
to ourselves.
or direct to industry.
Either leads and would never again shout his
WMNCt HA'/THO*b4*»
The message which I venture to to ultimate success—niether road is cheerful greeting to “Papa.”
bring to you tonight is contained In smooth r.or of easy grade.
Will you
WHITE GRUBS AND SNAKES
an ancient and familiar proverb— allow me to suggest that you look to
CHANCE DISCOVERY
I have heard my father say that
namely, “Train up a child in tlie way your sources of energy, to the brakes when he was down south in the army,
he should go and when he is old he of self control, to the lubricant of some of the soldiers learned, much to Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. Veazle asked if someone could Led To Invention of Electric
will not depart from it."
You who friendship?
their disgust it was no pleasant adven
belong to this graduating class are
“The most agreeable duty within ture to approach a mother turkey buz give a life history of the white
Iron Improvement.
to take your places in the world's the province of the Mayor, lies in the zard when on the nest, as she would grub. The June-bug lays her eggs
life to do and to he what you have recognition of acquired merit.
It is immediately eject the contents of her (I suppose in the ground) and when
Observation of a chance happen
been trained to do and to be.
The my privilege to issue to you, the stomach in all directions, and as tur they hatch the white grub stays in ing in a logging camp In the Maine
the ground three years, and is very
. training is all important.
The fail members of the class of 1925, these
woods recently led to an improvement
key buzzards are scavengers and deure of many can be traced to the fact certificates of your attainments, and vourers of carrion, the results were destructive to plant life, especially on the electric flatiron.
The im
strawberry plants, which they seem
that in their training their boyhood to wish you God-speed on your jour
provement consists of*a small ther
discouraging, to say the least.
tendencies were ignored, while the ney through life.”
to prefer to anything else. They eat mostatic device that automatically
• • • •
success of others is largely due to the
the crown of the plagt off just be
With her life already dedicated tq
I once mothered an English spar low the ground, killing it, often when turns the temperature off and on,
wise encouragement and direction music it was eminently fitting that
maintaining it as perfect as possible
given to boyhood and girlhood ten Marion B. Marsh should write the row which had fallen from his nest full of berries.
for ironing.
dencies.
A round peg in a square class ode. As sung by the graduates under the eaves of the Middle street
Some years ago I was in partnerThe inventor. John A. Spencer, of
On my return home , sh(p w,(h my brother, cultivating a
hole—or a square peg in a round hole. it marked the successful completion schoolhouse.
the Spencer Thermostat Company,
Is not a success and the failure is not of a fine program. Not only the each night from my work he would j ,ot of lhree acres of strawberrles Cambridge, Mass., discovered the
,hp corner of Lovejoy street and
due to the shape of the peg, but to words but the music was written by fly to me with every evidence of delight, climb on my shoulder and let Thomaston road, in Rockland, and it principle of the new device while
» the circumstance of power or pres Miss Marsh. The ode follows:
me handle him as freely as I would a was one continual fight against the visiting a logging camp in tlie Maine
sure that put it in the wrong place.
For our quest we wait the dawn,
The particular camp was
kitten: but occasionally, when hop white grub. I recently sent to Miss woods.
The great thing in this business of
Wait the vision clear:
ping about the floor busily hunting Patch, the entomologist of the ag equipped with an old-fashioned stove
And our hearts are filled with joy
life is to find your place and what you
As the moments near.
for stray crumbs, he would take a fit ricultural experimental station at* and a right-angled stove pipe which,
are most fitted for and there to do
On the Hill of Vision—Dawn,
of contrariness, like a mischievous Orono, and I append extracts from to all appearances, had an ordinary T
your best.
The tragedy of life con
Xlfcht has fled away;
joint, with one side of the T closed
child, and would hop out of my reach
Oh. ready stand we for our task
sists in oeing placed where by tem
her letter:
by a cap.
At ordinary room tem
At
the
kreak
of
day
!
every
time
he
saw
my
hand
ap

perament and natural aptitude one
“Your cocoons are those of a perature the cap was convex in
proaching.
If
at
length
I
succeeded
Is unhappy and unsuited.
Rosy gleams the far off hill
wasplike parasite that kills the white shape.
When tlie fire was burning,
in grasping him he would give his
Near the goal long sought;
Life is an ascent, a graded ascent
grub. The larva of the parasite however, the cap would snap sud
Glin/bitig
up
the
trodden
paths
head
a
lttle
flirt
and
fling
his
dinner
Life is a progress up and on until
feeds inside the body of the white denly to the concave position and
The quest that life has brought.
up like a little turkey buzzard: but as
it shall he tomplete and perfect.
Eager hearts that falter not
grub, and then when it is full-fed snap back when the fire was low.
his
dinner
consisted
of
dry
grain
and
Lives
that
greet
themorn
And in the ascending journey of life
it leaves the dying grub and spins
To tho men in the camp this was
Till
we
win
the
Hill
of
Vision
crumbs
of
bread
and
was
not
much
we carry with us what has gone be
such cocoons as those you sent. Tbe a familiar occurrence.
The Hill of Vision—Dawn !
The snap
greater
in
bulk
than
a
large
pea,
it
fore, what we did and what we
adults lay their eggs in the white ping back action served as an alarm
Tho musical features added much
learned in all the preceding stations. pleasure to the program—all being was hardly worth noticing, and I grub.”
clock, giving notice that the fire
used to make him perform this feat
All the .yesterdays are in today. The
When I was a boy I read in a needed attention.
'•(lome talent” with the exception of
keynote of all life is growth, devel Marsh’s Orchestra. Led by the city’s occasionally for the benefit of such New York paper (the “Brother
But the ihventor thought about it.
friends as asserted their disbelief in
opment, evolution.
Law is our
director of music, Mrs. Ruth San his ability to demonstrate his objec Jonathan") that if a hair from a and the more be thought about it, ii
schoolmaster. Facts are our teach
horse’s tail was put in a bottle oi suggested a disc type thermostat and
born. the class sang “Olaf Trygva- tions in this peculiar manner.
ers.
Experiences are our lessons.
son,” (Grieg), in a manner that re
Was it only this one sparrow which water it would turn into a snake. I the principle of “quick making” and
By them all we are trained into that
flected credit upon her teaching and was endowed with this gift of ejec tried the experiment but got no “quick breaking” electric current.
tendency and character from which
Had I been successful in I
The first real bi-metal thermostat
the class as a chorus. There were two tion, or do all English sparrows have snake.
we cannot depart.
You who are the
soloists—Mary K. Wasgatt, whose the same habit? It would be inter raising snakes of as many colors as was put on the market in the form of
members of this graduating class will
horses, what a lot of snakes I could “flippers” or “jumping coins.”
rendition of the Hungarian Rhap esting to know.
carry with you what you have
The operation of the toy is simple.
now supply to the Knox Arboretum.
sody (Lizt) betokened exceptional
• • • •
learned in these years of high school
I am always glad to be corrected I am sure I would give the secretary The disc is heated to the tempera
life and you will carry them with you talent as a pianist, and the violin
Miss Burpee, a few hundred, and I ture of the body by rubbing in tlie
in order that you may use them in the solo by Saul Polisner, who has al when I have blundered, and I am
palm of the hand or between fingers,
ready won hig “spurs” musically, by grateful to the person who has the would not forget Mrs. Veazle.
bigger school of life.
and mechanically pushing the con
L. E. Fogg.
his connection with local orchestras. courage and ability to make such cor
vex side of the disc through so that
South Thomaston.
His selection Thursday night was rection. I therefore glady accept the
• ♦ • »
it changes its shape to concave.
As you go out into the world you Lalo's “Symphonic Espagnole” and correction of Mr. Lufkin in regard to
After the “flipper” is heated to tho
Names of Flowers
will find three things which will chal his technique was flawless.
the mountain holly, the berries of
temperature of the body, it is placed
lenge your attention and interest.
Six sweet voiced girls—Marion B. which he says “grow singly or spar Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
They are learning, possessions and a Marsh, Marion L. Richardson, Elea ingly clustered.” I think I described
How often some of the most fa with the then convex side upward on
The cooling
grasp or comprehension of world nor Snow, Tlnle M. Dorgan. Winola them as growing often in clusters of miliar flowers are given names a cool hard surface.
movements and the events of life. L. Richan and Ruth W. Plummer— three or more.
My botany agrees which do not apply to them, for in operation gradually changes ever so
We are to prize learning but we must sang “At Twilight.” from “Simple with Mr. Lufkin, ^nd as I have not stance, the beautiful Rhodora (Rho slightly the shape of the disc until
remember that its value is in the Aveu” (Thorne), with violin obligato seen the berries for at least twenty dodendron canadense) is often called it reaches the critical or “snap”
As soon as tills
wdsdom which it gives us for doing by Saul Polisher.
years it is not to be wondered at that sheep poison or lambkill. It seeing a through position.
our life'.? work.
It is nothing to
The class officers were: President. my memory was not exact in this pity that it should be so called, for point is reached the “followingboy or a girl that he or she has pur Philip W. Rounds; vice president case.
it is not poisonous, as I have been as thru” motion takes place so rap
sued a high school course unless it Mary ,K. Wasgatt: secretary. Marion
In regard to the pink blueberries, sured by one who when a child used idly and so forcefully that the disc
helps to do effectively the work which L. Richardson: treasurer. Raymond however—the patches to which I had to eat the flowers. Large patches of immediately jumps into the air.
This was only a toy.
When the
they have In hand.
Prize posses C. Perry. The class roster follows reference were not shaded in any it of a light magenta color may he
sions.
Wealth Is an Important fac Roland Achom
way, but were out on bare ledges with seen along our country roads, at piece of bi-metal was much heavier
Sherman Lord
tor in human development but its John Andrews
Lessie Lounder
not a tree near them, nor were they, trading the eye and giving bright and changing temperature automati
Edith I/ong
value lies in what it enables one to Farolyn Barrows
as
he suggest, “the later products of ness to the landscape. The Rhodora cally affected it, the force and speed
Marion Marsh
be and to do. In the third place we Sheridan Bartlett
the bushes having been shaded by the belongs to the Heath family and of the operation was found appli Ernest Maxey
must have an understanding of the Cecil Benson
Horace Maxey
earlier ones.”
They were just as blossoms before the leaves appear. acable to thermostatically operated
In this way
Clara Merrill
world and age in which we live. We Sidney Bird
early
as
the
blue
ones and in patches The sheep, laurel, or lambkill. (Kal- controls and switches.
Perley Brackett
Helen Merry
are to study events and apprehend Dorothy Breene
as large as an ordinary room. They mia augustifolia) which blooms later a disc trpe thermal switch lias been
Floyd Montgomery
Dwight Mosher
the great changes which are going Seymour Cameron
are sweeter than the blue ones and in the season, is also a handsome developed.
James Murphy
Among many applications of the
on in the world about us not merely Hazel Chaples
better in every way. I did not men plant, the blossoms being pink with
Arnold Nelson
Jasper Chapin
for the sake of an academic knowl Donald Crie
tion the place where they grow, be red anthers. The leaves are said to new switch, in electrical, domestic
Alma Nutt
Joanna Patterson
edge of these events but that we may Nelson Crockett
cause I presume the family that lives he poisonous to sheep. The two and industrial fields, its use in the
Raymond Perry
electric flatiron appears most popular
use that knowledge in order to im Edward Cross
on the farm would not like to be plants should not be confounded.
Jeanette Philbrook
Tinie Dorgan
and revolutionary. By merely an al
prove our community, our State, our Airfber Elwell
bothered with curiosity hunters, and
Ruth Plunyner
L. E. W.
most inaudible “click” back and forth
Saul Polisner
country and all humanity.
Elmer Emery
besides, would like the berries for
Rockland.
Julia /Pollock
tlie disc has been made to turn the
Now if we are to realize that life Is Albert Fales
themselves,
but
I
think
they
would
Mary Pratt
Helen Feeney
current automatically on or off so as
a graded advance and if we would Abraham Fein
allow
me
to
cut
a
handful
of
the
Herbert Prescott
HEN ADOPTS KITTENS
to keep the electric flatiron at a per
Sterling Putnam
learn how to use what we have ac Julius Fein
hushes If I can get there in July, just
Mrs. Ernest Young of Lincolnville fect ironing temperature, and relieve
Winola Richan
quired in our school life there are Octavio Ferrero
to
prove
that
there
really
are
p
’
nk
Marlon Richardson
Helen Fifleld
was a business caller at The Journal the housewife of the bother of heating
certain fundamental things which we Evelyn Graves
blueberries of a distinct variety.
Fred Ripley
Philip Rounds
must learn.
We must learn first to Kenneth Green
That poison elder which poisoned office Friday and told a story that will or cooling the iron after an interrup
Leola Rowling
have a clear conception of our own Helen Gregory
me, ripened in July and the berries interest all nature lovers. She had a tion to answer the doorbell or tele
Virginia Sargent
Doris Grover
life value. Every life has a twofold Abbie Hanscom
were bright red. Poison sumac ma hen that persisted in setting. After phone.
Carl Sewall
William Sloane
value: first. It has a value in itself Donald Haskell
tures later than that and the panicles her eggs had been repeatedly taken
Eleanor Snowand for itself.
In the second place Lura Harden
are looser and not red, but a green away from her she was found caring
Matilda Snow
Stanley Hall
BERRY & SMITH, of Bangor
it has a value in its relations to Vesper Grover
ish yellow.
If Mr. Lufkin doubts for some kittens the mother cat had
Doris Smith
Chauncey Stuart
others and to society.
Life's first Carl Herrick
the poisonous qualities of the red ber left for a short time. The hen refused
SAILMAKERS
Theodore Sylvester
value is In itself and in order to do James Hopkins
ried alder, he can easily satisfy him to give them up, but the cat managed
Successors to
Adelaide Trafton
Gladys Hunter
to
change
them
to
another
part
of
the
your part effectively you must have Lendon Jackson
self
by
rubbing
a
handful
of
the
ber

Charles Tweedie
George W. Mugridge
Barbara Wiggin
a clear conception of your own place Wallace Kent
ries well into bis face next July. 1 barn. The lien found them, however, AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS
Mary Winchenbach
Hilma Kiskila
shall be anxious to learn of the result. and at once began to care for them TEAM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
In life.
The first thing to do is to Elizabeth
Mary Wasgatt
Knight
again.
—
Belfast
Journal.
His
anxiety
will
doubtless
come
later.
find one's self and the second thing George Lewis
Edith York
52-tf
is to be one’s self.
"Insist on your
The city schools during the High
self,” says Emerson, “never imitate." School course of- this class have
Every life then is unique.
It has a been under the direction of Supt. II
character all its own and If this in C. Hull who feels justifiable pride in
dividuality is sacrificed the life is de tlie showing made. Alden W. Allen
stroyed.
Every life has its own dis is entitled to much more than pass
tinct place in the world's scheme of ing praise as principal of the Illgl
things and no one else can till that School, for the reason thafTt was his
place except yourself and to find that first term here, and he handled
place and fill it with your might is under peculiar difficult circumstan
your duty to yourself, to your fellow- ces—the students being scattered
men, and your God.
among several places pending the
Our youth must not only have a completion of the new High Schoo
clear conception of their place in life building. It was a Task which not
and Its relations but they also must many would have relished, but he
be adequately equipped for jllling has kept on in the even tenor of his
that place.
Equipment is essential. way and made good. The other
An old Greek general counseled hia members of tlie High School faculty
officers on the eve of an engagement are: Charles C. Phillips, sub-prlnci
that the secret of victory is "in get pal, Anna E. Coughlin, Ethel
ting a good ready."
'That Is the Howard, Lena !K. Sargent, Rita M
secret of victory not only in warfare Calderwood, Raymond D. Bowden
but In every life struggle.
That Ralph A. Hanna, Doris L. Black
inlnd which is well trained, nimble Donald H. Cross. Marion H. Norton
and equipped, that hand which is Robert Sawin, Ruth «. Whittemori
well skilled—has as great a superi Ruth B. Spear, Ruth L. Sanborn
ority as the modern harvester has Ellis G. Thayer. Alpheus L. Whitte
over the old-fashioned scythe and more, Frances Nason and Phillip
rake.
The broader the study the Jones.
better is the equipment.
Our youth
must have not only equipment but
Know the tremendous pul
feeling and by feeling we mean en
thusiasm.
Enthusiasm is the vest.ing power of Courier-Gazette
bule to the temple of achievement.

ASFALTSLATE
SHINGLES
BIG SIZE

The Shingle
that never curls
HE pleasing effect of homes roofed with the Big Carey
Asfaltslate Shingle is due, first, to the attractive red,
green or blue-black crushed slate with which the shingles
are surfaced; and second, to the shadow effect which is
caused by the extra thickness of the butts. They are laid
with a fiVe-inch exposure to the weather which prevents
over-formality in appearance.

T

Big Size Carey Asfaltslate Shingles are much heavier
and more enduring than so-called standard shingles. They
are water-proof, fire-resisting and have important insulat
ing qualities.

Carey Asfaltslate Shingles never curl, or crack, and they
cannot fade. They require no upkeep for either painting
or repairs.
Call on us for samples and prices.

For Sale by

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp,
Rockland Maine
EGG MARKETING
Some of the Advantages
Which Accrue From Co
operative Method.
(By M. E. Ricker, Manager of Maine
Poultry Producers’ Association)
It Is generally admitted that the
quality of the Maine eggs is of the
tiest produced, but the appearance ,f
a case of eggs that contain many eggs
that will weigh from 26 to 27 ounces
to the dozen, and, eggs in the same
filler not weighing over 18 to 20
ounces to the dozen is decidedly
against creating an impression to buy
a case of ungraded eggs. Tlie single
individual with a limited output docs
not have sufficient volume to grade
hia product and put it on the market
on a commodity basis. . If 500 poul
trymen combine their product, lt is
ample to establish a graded product
that will command attention.
It is true that the attempt of our
Maine poultrymen to carry out this
problem properly is on trial with the
distributors of eggs at the present
time.
If only a small number of |
poultrymen support the organiza
tion, it will not materially benefit the
marketing of our M.aine eggs.
The
larger proportion of the product can
ba marketed co-operatively on a
graded basis will bring so much the
quicker the benefits that we all want
to bring about.
When a great many of the distribu
tors of eggs in the Boston market

have been approached in the matter
of handling tlie product of the asso
ciation, almost without exception
they say that we should have at
ASSEMBLING
tempted this movement five y&irsf
TESTING
ago.
Tlie west has been sending
REBUILDING AND
their eggs in on a graded basis and
REPAIR WORK
has been making strong Inroads Intj
EXPERT ADVICE
the market which we should control.
lt must be remembered that the
vehicle of co-operation is not self
propelled.
It is nut a sufficiently
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
strong organization that can efirry
many loafers.
It is often said tiiat ——————
the New England spirit is too conservatlve and that tlie West will out- a manner that will command attenstrip us commercially becauwof $his tion.
Wc may he obliged to sacConservatism. But let us rcmeiitbcr rilice somewhat at present to bring
one thing, we have the markets about the greatest good in the end
which are of tlie best near at hand. It is not saying too much when we
We have a quality of eggs in the say that the future of the industry
State ot Maine that cannot be sur for years to come depends on our in
passed, and our strength lies in our augurating a more up-to-date system
ability In getting together and put of marketing than wc have had in tho
ting this product into tlie market in past

RADIO SERVICE
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Insist On GettingWhat You Galled For
Bsliords HEADACHE

Tablets

Some dealers—not the better class—may offer
something just as .good, Ballard’s is a Tablet,
not a powder. Easy to carry and take.
Free samples
BALLARD GOLDEN OIL CO., OLD TOWN, ME.

The Judgfe: He Worit Allow His Son. To Get Fnedr tyMJl

